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Making music was never this much fun.

t
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Imagine yourself in a professional recording THE MELODIAN RHYTHMMASTER"

studio, manipulating richly musical sounds ■9BHMHB| software package starts with your own nat-

from any of sixteen different instruments. y :"~-. ural senseof rhythm. ..the building block of

Imagine creating your own musical compo- j E t music...and takes it to perfection. Meet the
sitions, just like a recording superstar. Imag- I a H challenge of RhythmMaster as you learn
ine starting as a novice and becoming a Bj I ^^^wmk t tne basics of rhythm and pitch. Track your
musical master. Now the future of musical J^HHBHBB^Bl^^^^^^^ progress until you make it all the way to
entertainment is as close as your home com- *f-jt£ jrirg -m *~t ■ i ■ ■ t ■»*»-- I ^^^ virtuoso.
puter... Introducing MELODIAN" , '****'" fMl*? *" AFFORDABLE BREAKTHROUGH
THE COMMODORE-64" COMPATIBLE ■ TECHNOLOGY.. .ONLY $199.90. The
MELODIAN KEYBOARD plugs right into MELODIAN system is the result of break

through computer design innovations, in-

THE MELODIAN CONCERTMASTER" vented by the same team who developed

software package allows you to record and high-tech music systems for recording

„,_,,.. , mix multi-track music just like a professional superstars. That's why for less than $200,

fll )\\ ^'''T^i^^k recording engineer. Put down the bass track you can start with the Melodian Keyboard
; M . . ■ ■ : 3S332E2! anc* 8et ^ Just r'§^1- Then add guitar, brass and ConcertMaster and start making music

:ii hmimuT or woodwinds. Experiment with right away. RhythmMaster can be added
MELODIAN'S unique ADSR synthesizer for only $39.95. And other exciting pre-

your home computer., .and then the fun be- window to custom design your own new recorded programs will be available soon,

gins. The menu driven display screen lets instrument sounds...and before you know MELODIAN products are available at

you experiment with infinite varieties of in- it, you have a completely new musical ar- computer and music stores. Or you can call

strumentation and orchestration all with rangement. Or you can study the intricacies Melodian directly at 1-800-MELODIA and

only four simple command keys. And the of prerecorded musical pieces, note for note charge it on all major credit cards. All

colorful user-friendly graphics invite you to ... and then rearrange them to your heart's Melodian products have a 15 day money-
learn the basics of music at your own pace. content. back guarantee.

::::::::::: i:i::i: ::: :::':::: ::::::: :ii I:::::! ::::::: tm
MAJ°R CREDIT CARDS CALL 1-800-MELODIA

ACCEPTED IN NEW YORK STATE CALL
© 1984 Melod.an Inc. COLLECT 1-212-513-7330
All rights reserved.

The new, fun way to learn, play and compose music.



PET/CBM MULTI USER DISK SYSTEM

•ALLOWS UP TO SIXTEEN USERS TO SHARE DISK DRIVES

AND/OR PRINTERS

• WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM EQUIPMENT

• 100% HARDWARE INTERFACED

- NO ALTERATIONS TO SOFTWARE OR SPECIAL SOFTWARE RE

QUIRED

•SOFTWARE TRANSPARENT - WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM

SOFTWARE

• LANGUAGE TRANSPARENT - WORKS IN ANY LANGUAGE

• NO SPECIAL COMMANDS USED

• PROTECTS AGAINST SYSTEM LOCKUP

COMMODORE 64 MULTI USER DISK SYSTEM

• ALLOWS UP TO EIGHT USERS TO SHARE DISK DRIVES
AND/OR PRINTERS

• WORKS WITH ALL 64/VIC EQUIPMENT

• BUILT IN IEEE AND 64/VIC SERIAL PORTS
(WORKS WITH ALL IEEE DEVICES)

• 100% HARDWARE INTERFACED

• NO ALTERATIONS TO SOFTWARE OR SPECIAL

SOFTWARE REQUIRED — SOFTWARE TRANSPARENT
- NO SPECIAL COMMANDS USED

• BUILT IN 16K PRINT BUFFER
- DISK DRIVE PRIORITY

GREATER PRODUCTIVITY & LOWER COST

FOR BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL USE

4032 8032

40 TO 80 COLUMN CONVERSION

• EXTERNALLY SWITCHABLE FROM 40 TO 80 COLUMNS

• EXTERNALLY SWITCHABLE FROM 80 TO 40 COLUMNS

• CONVERSIONS FOR BOTH 4032's AND 8032's

• 100% SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY IN EITHER MODE

• HARDWARE (NOT SOFTWARE) MODIFICATION

• ALL KEYS FROM 8032 EMULATED ON 4032

• SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS

MICR0SHARE64K PRINT BUFFER

LOW COST

REDUCES LONG WAITS — SAVES TIME

ALLOWS YOU TO PRINT AND PROCESS SIMULTANEOUSLY

IEEE INPUT — IEEE OR CENTRONICS PARALLEL OUTPUT

WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM SOFTWARE

NO INSTALLATION REQUIRED

ELIMINATES THE FRUSTRATION OF WATING FOR YOUR

PRINTER

COMMODORE 64. PET. AND CBM ARE ALL TRADEMARKS OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC

DEALER ENQUIRIES

INVITED

MANUFACTURED BY:

COMSPEC COMMUNICATIONS INC.
153BRIDGELANDAVE., UNIT5,
TORONTO, ONTARIO M6A 2Y6
{416)787-0617



1 player: 1 to 7 hands

7 different players

FEATURES

* Las Vegas or European Style BLACKJACK ■ Surrender Option if needed" 1 to 4

decks of cards * Differen! dealing speeds * Variable shuffle point" Automatic

reshuffling during play * Display of cards in the shoe " Display o! running card

count * % Chance of going bust' Keeps records of all bets, won, lost, draw and

blackjack* 2 Timers: seconds and minutes" Playsupto7handsat the same time*

You can hit. stand, double down, split, insure or surrender your bet * Double down

after split * Displays summary of betting results " Displays basic strategy chart *

Works out and displays each card's chance of being drawn " Player can change

tables and game, options during play * Minimum and maximum bets * Takes any

size bet or preset bets * Super hi-res graphics and sound effects " Machine

language speed ' Eleven different screens " Plays BLACKJACK to international

standards ' Keyboard or joystick control.

■ Seven players " Keeps track of every player s bet.

Player can:' join or quit playing at anytime" change places* skip a bet' replace

another player' check running count * and much more.

ONLY $49.95
Comes complete with the book

BEAT THE DEALER

by Edward O. Thorp.

Now available at

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

(Not available at all locations)

Published by

NOVA COMPUTER SOFTWARE

374 Spadina Road

Toronto. M5P2V8

(416)483-5363

DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOME
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n^m TAKES THE
Al * M FRUSTRATIONS
OUT OF USING YOUR COMPUTER

BY PROVIDING YOU WITH QUALITY rll
SOFTWARE AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.

"BITS AMD PIECES" ™ - Disk Utilities S29.95
■ Sector Copy a Dnk • Baelc Up Copy Whole an" Diik Se'iei • Program or lequtntisl

Me copy id disk & conversion o! yosram dies 10 tequsniial fDon Check track and

Kctsr lor errors • Etamme contend of a die. block by block in HEX or ASCII

• Modify coniems of a block* Check whole disk tot errori* Save Disk Utilities onto

duk • SCREEN-DUMP Hi R« Grephics and Characters to primer using any selected

memory location! • MULTICOLOR SPRITE MAKER • Quick program (Machine

language or Basic! transfer to another disk • Provided on diskette in a plastic library

■ ■■■ i111 instruction manual {tor CommodorB 64 ]

"THE WHOLE BIT" 1M - Word Processing $49.95
e» screen • Online HELP Screens • Enhanced

printers by Menu Selection • Ability [o custom

• MENU DRIVEN • 80 coin

cursor movement • Supports

tailor print commands • Tab-setting 240 _~......... ■, ■»«, - ...- v^rw^r !■■■■■■■■ ■■

ny sequence ■ Sequential page numbering from one Me lo another « Screen and

Menu selection of disk filei • Global search and/or replace

erge • Hornontal/verticil scrolling • Left, right, block

ipt "Block Bras* - Header/footer/page numbering ■ inden

ined phrases • Text Centering • and more » Provided

ctabl

• Block move/copy • Fil

justification •Sub/superscript "Block Bras* - Header/foot

talinn • Saarch/raplaco defined phrases • Text Centering

on diskette with User's Manjil in a 3 ring binder (for Coan duketie mth Uter'$ Manu.il in a 3 ring binder ((or Commodore M)

"FILE CONVERTER" S39.95
• FILE CONVERSION; Allows any program sequential or relative ftletobe converted

to a differing type including PET to ASCII or ScieenpoVe. and vice versa. Any file

record type may be read with us contents displayed to Screen Field sizes, including

[railing or leading blanks are displayed. Number of fields per record may be changed;

files may be appended. Will convert lined or variable diet. Can be used with such

programs as Fie* File™, Silicon Office™. Manager1", and Superbase 64 ™ •

FAST DATABASE ENTRY; Crealei a sequential data base file of up to 32 field! per

y p.og g large i

can be easily converted to your specific data base using 'File conversion" • READ

RELATIVE; Aliows viewing or printing of any selected relative file tecord (PET.
ASCII, or Screenpoke form) • Provided on diskette in a plastic library case with in-

al (for Commodore S4 and PET series computersi

Prices Quoted in u.s. Funds Applied Technologies, Inc.
MASTERCARD/VISA Computer Products Div.

FREE SHIPPING Lyndon Way

(207) 439-5074 Kittery, Maine 03904

Dealer & Distributor Inquires Invited

Special

to TPUG members!

Language Special

from

King Microware
ZOOM Pascal

Tiny Forth

Tiny BASIC Compiler
UltraBasic

$141.80 Cdn. value

FOR DECEMBER ONLY

$99.95 Cdn.

You must submit your TPUC
membership number with order

Money order, C.O.D., or cheque.

■ ^■A ■ .#■%
I. MICROWARE f

Suite 210,

5950 C6to des neiges

Montreal. Quebec H3S 1 Z6

Canada

J
SUPERPET OWNERS RESERVE YOUR OS-9

TPUG will implement the popular 6809 operating system

"OS/9" on the SuperPET. OS/9 greatly expands software

availability and the hardware capabilities of this computer

while at the same time preserving access to the Waterloo

languages and programs.

The cost of OS/9 to club members will be around $ I 50

(U.S.). which will include the cost of a hardware modifica
tion that will not affect the normal operation of the Super

PET. Two board SuperPETs require a simple hardware

modification — we provide instructions. To reserve your

copy please mail $68.09 to TPUG. (1912A Avenue Rd.,

Suite I. Toronto Ont., M5M 4A1, Canada). In the unlikely

event that TPUG does not proceed with OS/9, your deposit

will be refunded.

What does OS/9 offer?

* A true operating system with UNIX features and the

simplicity and command style of Commodore BASIC;

* Multi-tasking and multi-user environment:

* Multi-level directories similar to those available in

MS DOS 2.0.;

* Time and date stamp for all directory entries (files);

* File access privileges may be restricted by the owner of

a file.

Extensive software is available for OS/9 most of which will

run on the SuperPET.

The OS/9 package includes an assembler, editor, com
mand (shell) library monitor, symbolic debugger

Available Languages (compilers) include BASIC-09. Pas

cal. CIS-COBOL, C Unguage... and others.

Available Application Programs: Word processors, busi

ness, inventory and accounting applications.

Public Domain: Software, relational database and spread

sheets, extensive public domain software and documentation

TPUG will acquire public domain software and assist users

in the conversion of commercial software to Commodore
format.

Portability and Expandability

* SuperPET OS/9 programs will run on all OS/9-based

microcomputers.

* OS/9 will run hard disks and parallel drives.

* There will be source code compatibility to versions of

OS/9 that are planned for the Motorola 68000.

For Information call TPUG Inc. (416)782-8900

(416)782-9252

For Technical Information

Gerry Gold (416) 667-3159 / 225-8760

Avy Moise (416) 667-3954 / 667-9898

Limited number of copies will be available.
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Recording Sec.
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Ad Director
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C-64 Chapter

Coma! Chapter
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1 lardware Chapter

Machine Language

SuperPET Chapter
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Westside Chapter

Librarians

Commodore 64

French

PET

SuperPET

VIC 20
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Michael Bonnycastle

Chris Bennett

Gord Campbell

Carol Shevlin

John Shepherd

Rosemary Beasley

David Bradley

or the TPUG BBS
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Michael Bonnycastle
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Victor Gough

David Bradley

Richard Bradley
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Joyce Topley

David Williams

David Williams

Gurry Ledez

Gerry Gold

Rick Adlard

John Easton

Al Farquharson

David Bradley

Richard Bradley

Baudouin St-Cyr

Mike Donegan

Bill Dutfield

Chris Covell

Richard Bradley

Doris Bradley

416/727-8795

416/639-0329

416/224-0642

416/251-1511

416/492-0222

416/481-0678

416/225-8760

416/483-2013

416/447-4811

416/782-8900

416/782-8900

416/782-1861
416/782-180]

■116/782-18(51

416/782-1861

c/o 416/782-8900

■116/654-2:181

416/4-47-4811

416/742-3790

416/677-8840

c/o 416/782-8900

c/o 416/782-8900

416/839-7284

416/683-4898

416/782-1861

416/782-186)

c/o 416/782-8900

416/225-8760

416/486-7835

416/251-1511

519/442-7000

c/o 416/782-8900

c/o 416/782-8900

c/o 4167782-8900

-116/639-0329

416/224-0642

416/925-9296

c/o 416/782-8900

416/782-8900
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Programmers Guild Products Ltd

255 ManuLife Place

10180- 101 Street

Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3S4

Telephone (403) 428-6229

5V4" DISKS
100% Certified

SSDD —$1.60

DSDD — $2.50

Minimum Quantity 50 Disks Per Order

VISA ACCEPTED 3w

Money Back Guarantee If Not Fully Satisfied

DELIVERY EXTRA

CHOOSE C0MAL

COMPUTER TYPE

for your

8032 PET

Features:

• guide row approach to keying by touch

• immediate error identification by the computer

• keyboarding speed is automatically monitored

• constant feedback encourages speed and accuracy

• an introduction to word processing functions

The text, and software combine to offer a comprehensive,

modern keyboarding course.

Ordering information:

Send $54.95 to order your text and disk

(specify 8050 or 4040)to:

Stella Woodhouse

Gage Publishing Limited
164 Commander Blvd.

Agincourt, Ontario M1S 3C7

(416) 293-8141

disk BASED COMAL version 0.14

• COMAL STARTER kit—commodore 64- System Disk. Tutorial

Disk (interactive book). Auto Run Demo Disk. Reference

card and comal from a to z book.

$29.95 plus S2 handling

(2) professional comal version 2.0

• Full 64K Commodore 64 Cartridge

Twice as Powerful. Twice as Fast

$99.95 plus 52 handling (no manual or disks)

• Deluxe Cartridge Package includes:

comal handbook 2nd Edition, Graphics and Sound

Book. 2 Demo Disks and the cartridge (sells for over

S200 in Europe). This is what everyone is talking about.

S128.90 plus 53 handling (USA & Canada only)

CAPTAIN comal Recommends:

The COMAL STARTER kit is ideal for a home programmer, it

has sprite and graphics control (LOCO compatible). A real

bargain—S29.95 for 3 full disks and a user manual.

Serious programmers want the Deluxe cartridge Package

For $128.90 they get the best language on any 8 bit

computer (the support materials are essential due to the

immense power of Professional COMAL).

ORDER NOW:

Call toll-free: 1-800-356-5324 ext 1307 visa or MasterCard

ORDERS ONLY. Questions and information must call our

info Line: 608-222-4432. All orders prepaid only—no COD.

Send check or money order in US Dollars to:

COMAL USERS CROUP, U.S.A., LIMITED

5501 croveland Ter., Madison, Wi 53716

TRADEMARKS CommoQore 6a of Commodore Electronics no caoiain COMAL of

COMAL users Crouo. USA. Ltd

I estimated
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editorial

Workingona magazine gives one a curious

perspective on life. Merc I am. in mid-

October, with green leaves still on [lie trees

and the clocks still set to daylight-saving

time, writing an editorial which will be

read by most ol you during the darkesl

days ol a Canadian winter. The November

issue of TPl 'G Magazine, which to yon is a

month old, isal the printers and will not be

mailed to yon for a white yet. But, in order

to try to make this editorial seem interest

ing to yon. I must think ahead and imagine

the circumstance's in which it will be read.

In some ways, this is like writing a "user

Friendly" computer program. Careful, logi

cal planning and clever coding techniques

arc no use whatsoever unless the program

mer can put himscll in the users shoes,

imagining what lie will want to do and

wbai mistakes he is likely to make.

I wonder who won the U.S. presidential

election. What wonderful new products were

exhibited al the World ol Commodore next

month.'!

There are other similarities between pro

gramming and working on u maga&ine. I

guess all programmers know what ii is like

to have .spent a long time working on a

long ami complex piece ol software. You

think you have made it perfect. All the

flowcharts you have drawn have taken

account ofevery possible contingency. Your

coding has been checked and double-

checked. Weeks ol testing by yourscll and

all your friends have shown that the pro

gram works exactly as it should. Finally,

you submit it to theTPUG library or slarl

selling it as a commercial product. Three

days after il appears, someone calls you to

say ilun he lias discovered a bug..

, Bomeooe calls you to say that he diacovered a bug

I'm us, the bugs tend to appear the day

alter an issue ol the magazine comes back

from the printers. Usually, they are not too

serious. A lew typos have^otlen into print,

despite all the proofreading by ourselves

and by everyone else who happened to

diop into the office during "production

week". Sometimes we find little mistakes

which have been made by the printers, or

by one oi the other companies which do

some ol the production processes lor us.

These Haws arc nol fatal, but [hey arc

annoying. We try to make a perfect maga

zine, vet everv issue so far has contained a

Few little errors. Like programmers, we have

to shrug our shoulders and become Fatalists.

We do our best.

Sir Isaac Newton, whose birthday falls this

month (well, not this month — your month

— you know what I mean!) would have

sympathized had he lived long enough to

meet Kinslein. Newton's wonderfully ele

gant law ol universal gravitation, which

seemed to provide pertccl. quantitative

answers to many kinds ol problems, turned

out in the end lobe impel"fed. It was merely

an approximation to the effects ol bending

spacetime into knots which, in turn, may

yet turn out to be merely a by-product ol

something else. Newton did the best he

could, and it was very good. Uiil il was nol

per led. 1 low are the mighty tallen'!

Who knows? Maybe, by now (then, when

ever) Commodore will actually have re

leased [he new l'lus/1 and C-lfl machines

onto the Canadian market. Maybe we will

have been timely in printing an introduc

tion to these machines in the November

issue. You know. I don't.

lint I do know that it's 5:00 p.m. on a nice.

mild day. The sun is not only above the

horizon; ii is shining. Whether you arc

celebrating Newton's Birthday, Christmas,

C.hanukah. the coming New Year or any

thing else. I wish you a thoroughly enjoya

ble and sale Icslive season. But. right now.

I'm going out lor a walk in this sunshine.

David Williams

f\ Power cut ? fl */«♦»
POWER CUT. DON'T THE1

REALISE THAT WAS My
ALL TIME BEST SCORE

BUG SQUASH?
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We!w Got

Veepk laSk

TYPING TUTOR

WORD INVADERS

REVIEWERS SAY:

"This is the best typing tutor

we have seen yet;* * * * +"

INFO-64

"Computer aided instruction at

its best." Commander

"This is an excellent program

that makes typing practice an

enjoyable pastime instead of

boring drudgery."

DILITHIUM PRESS

Rated the BEST educational

program for the VIC 20

Creative Computing

CUSTOMERS SAY:

". . . delighted with my son's

progress ... he is the only one in his second grade class

who touch types at the computer."

"Your Typing Tutor is an excellent program . . . our 4

children literally wait in line to use it."

"Thoroughly satisfied, can't believe how fast I've learned to

type. I've never typed before."

In daily use by schools across the USA.

TYPING TUTOR + WORD INVADERS
Commodore 64'" Tape S21.95

Commodore 64'" Disk $24.95

VIC 2O'"(unexpanded) Tape S21.95

REALISTIC AIRCRAFT RESPONSE

"Has a quality of realism which

sets it apart from others, even

those I've tested in flight school."

Compute's Gazette

"Great program!" INFO-64

"It is tremendous fun."

Compute's Gazette

"Flight tested by an air traffic

controller, two skilled pilots and

an elementary school class.

Highly recommended by all."

Midnite Gazette

"This is an unbelievably realistic

simulation of the difficulties

facing a pilot in instrument fly

ing. I'm a 747 pilot and I think that this simulation could do

a lot to improve the reactions and instrument scan habits

of even very experienced pilots." 747 pilot

IFR (FLIGHT SIMULATOR)
Commodore 64'" Tape or Disk $29.95

VIC 20'" (unexpanded) Cartridge $39.95

JOYSTICK REQUIRED

^■" Shipping and handling $1 00 per /iKUJfh
^■In order CA residents add 6% tax 1gp|pr

SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 6277 San Rafael, CA 94903 (415) 499-0850

Programmers: Write to our New Program Manager concerning

any exceptional Commodore 64 program you have developed.

BATTLESTATIONS...!

BATTLESTATIONS...!

M A S T E R'T R O N I I -I

COMMODORE-64

DISC GAMES

$9.99! or less

VIC-20

GAMES

$7.99! or less

"I MASTERTRONIC, hereby

declare war on the high flying,

high priced, computer game

Banditrons! I bring you

computer games from another

galaxy at earth shattering

prices! Spectacular high

quality games like: CHILLER,

BMX RACER, NEUTRON

ZAPPER andMAGIC CARPET!

Our Supply Ships have

landed at participating retail

stores"

For additional information contact

BULLOCK INDUSTRIES LTD., 60 Bullock

Drive, Unit 5, Markham, Ontario L3P 3P2.

Telephone 416-471-5858.
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Introducing The Gold Disk* Subscription Series

SOPHISTICATED
SOFTWARE
FORLESS

The Gold Disk is a brand new

way to get even more out of your

Commodore 64 \ because now, you

can get all the programs you want

and need at unbelievably low cost.

Every month, subscribers to the
Gold Disk will receive a disk that

contains a feature program that in

itself, is worth the price of the

subscription. In addition there are

tutorials, games, a programming

puzzle, music, sound effects, pro

grammers' corner on each disk. A

wealth of quality software for less

than $10.

Our Premier Issue — December

includes:

■ A complete data base system

■ Home finance program and tutorial

■ Learning Basic - Part I - tutorial

■ 2 Arcade Action games with full

3D graphics

■ Music of the month

■ Graphics of the month

■ Puzzle of the month

■ Sound effects with source code

■ Programmer's corner

and more

In the months ahead, the feature

programs include an Assembler, Word

Processor, Information Management

System, Micro Forth, Debugger, etc.

Plus a great many other educational

and entertaining programs.

To begin your subscription

simply fill in the coupon below.

The Gold Disk — all the programs

you need at subscription prices.

Subscribe Now. This is a special

introductory offer and prices are in

effect until December 31/84.

The

GOLD
DISK
Name

City_

THE GOLD DISK SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE
2179 Dunwin Drive. "6. Mississauga. Ontario. Canada L5L 1X3

YES. please send the Gold Disk for□ 6 months fe $70.00
□ 12months(B $127.00

Add $1.00 per issue for mailing and handling. Orders out of North America add

S4.00 per issue. Newsstand price per issue is S 14.95 Payment must

accompany all orders. .Allow 4 to 6 weeks for subscription start.

Address

State ['row .Code

□ Check or money order enclosed DVisa QMastercharge □ American Express

Exp. DateAcct *

All prices quoted arc in Canadian Funds Onlarici residents add VH sales la*.

Signature
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HELP
Do you have anything for this column? The three headings are:

(1) Helpful Hints.

(2) Who's Gol the Answer.' and

(3) "PET" Pals Wanted.

Just send your contributions (including answers to any questions which have

appeared) to:

Toronto PET Users Group

Dept. Help

1912A Avenue Rd, Ste.l

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M5M4A1

Please let us know if you want your full address published.

QUESTIONS

When you reply to someone whose full address

is shown with his/her question, please send a

copy of the letter to the TPUG office so that

we can let others know what you have had to

say. For every question we list there are always

several people who are interested in the answer.

Thanks

1 would like to hear from someone who has

successfully entered and used ihe "screen

dump 64" program which appeared in Com

mander magazine. |une 1984, p. 60. Despite

careful enteringofthe program listing, the

program shows "illegal quantity errors" in

lines 50 and 60, which read the data state

ments at the end of the program. I believe,

there may be an error or omission in the

data statements which were published. But

since Commander is no longer published,

no assistance can be expected from thai

quarter. If anyone can provide the address

of the author, Mr. EricGiguere, this would

be appreciated.

Karl T. Thurber, Jr.

317 Poplar Drive

Millbrook, AL 36051

Could anyone tell me how to "chain load" a

large program from a small program on

my C-64? The first program stores its results

in a disk file then loads the second pro

gram which does further processing on the

file data. (I don't need to save variables.) 1

find that if the second program is larger

than the first, only part of the second pro

gram is loaded.

Warren .Smith

33 Beardslce Hill Dr.

Ogdenburg, NJ 07439

I recently bought my second 1541 drive

and, after some difficulty locating the

"jumper" to be cut, managed to change the

address to 9.1 then decided that it would be

very convenient to be able to quickly change

to address back to 8 by electrical/mechanical

means. It appeared simple enough to accom-

plish this with a miniature single pole sin

gle throw switch mounted on the side of

the housing with u twisted pair of wires to

the jumpered site. This I accomplished but

was very surprised to find that the address

remained at 8 regardless of the position of

the switch. The connections were all dou

ble checked and were OK with a resistance

of about 1500 ohms across the terminals

when open, and of course, 0 ohms when

shorted by the .switch. I then wondered if

capacitive coupling between the twisted

wires was the cause of the difficulty. With

this in mind, 1 separated the two wires as

far apart as possible. This made no differ

ence at all.

I am puzzled as to why my modification

will not work and am wondering if anyone

out there can shed some light on the subject.

Dick McKlvcen

597 Capri Road

Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

I use extensively, the Waterloo Pascal

package, for my work. This package is set

up so that a user has approximately 24K

user spate. Is there any way to expand the

memory of the Commodore 64.1 have heard

of bank switching. I don't know anything

about this method at all.

Prof. Vickie Martin

Oakvillc. Ontario

A few weeks ago I bought the Magic Voice

speech module from Commodore. It has

235 words on ROM that it can say. In the

manual it mentioned that there will be a

upcoming additional vocabulary from

Commodore. I called Commodore and they

told me thai they have not decided whether

to put the additional vocabulary on disk or

cartridge; in other words I will have to wait

a very long time for any additional vocabu

lary to be marketed by Commodore.

What I need is a machine code program

that will add more vocabulary lo RAM that

the module can use.

Jim Christiano

18 Tamarack Rd.

Rye Brook, NY 10573

There appear to be several software pro

grams for statistical analysis. However, the

other part of the problem is to be able to

subject data to Risk Analysis. Does anyone

know of a Risk Analysis program thai will

work with the C-64:1

George E. Aiken

136 Hodges Drive

Moraga, CA 94551)

I have a digital LA-36 serial printer. I am

looking for a schematic of an RS2H2 inter

face with program listing also.

Jfean I mbeau

Chicoutimi-Nord. Quebec

I need help to debug Vicspeedscripl (

Computed Gazette)so it will run via datasette

with the Commodore 1526 printer? I have

added timing pokes (POKE.171(iO,0:POKK

37161,1) but it is not the complete answer.

Alternatively, does someone have word-

processor that is computable with the above!''

Anne E. Gudz

282 Indian Rd. Cres.

Toronto, Ont. MfiP 2G7

I have a 4032 PET, 2031 disk drive and a

2022 printer. I also have a Signalman Mark

IV Modem. I am using the software which

came with the modem and il is working

well as long as I only want output on the

screen. Can someone tell me how to make

the output go to the printer"'

Joseph E. Price

Department of Physics

P.O. Box 8106

Idaho State University

Pocatello. Idaho 83209-0009
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I bought a small printer from a local EC-Mart

for by VIC 20. It's a Citizen 2-colour printer.

I can't seem to get my local K-Mart to get

any paper for it. I've also been to other

K-Marisbut to no avail. Would some other

VIC 20 user know where I can gel rolls of

printer paper 70mm wide by mail for it.''

Bob Hart Jr.

Alton, Illinois

I have a VIC 20 and a C-(i4 computer which

are in turn connected through a Cardco ?

"A" prinler interface lo a Star Gemini "15"

printer. This set up works, but far from

ideally. As well as other problems, the Com

modore graphics and some cursor control

characters are not available. I have tried a

Cardco ? " + G" interface and this is worse,

as my printer is a Gemini 13. not a 15X, and

will not print characters and graphics on

the same line. Therefore I would like to

change the character set ROM in the printer,

however Star Micronics is no help what .so

ever. Is there a TPUG member who h;i-

information on a Commodore character

set ROM for the Gemini 10/15 IE; the price

and where these ROM's may be obtained

and/or the source code in order to burn an

EPROM myself.

Paul W. Aitchison

325 Dalhousic Street

Braniford, ON N3S 3V8

I have a Commodore MPS-801 printer

hooked up to the C-64. When LISTing a

long program to the printer it prints right

on the perforation lines between the sheets

of Iractor-feed paper. How do I get the

MPS-801 to skip a few lines either side of

the perforations especially during a long

LISTing?

The Epson MX-100 I use at the office has a

simple CHRS command that accomplishes

ihis. I'd even settle for a few machine lan

guage POKEs to accomplish this on the

MPS-801.

John Abelc

290-f Papcrniill Rd.

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

I have a problem with the program "DM

MASTER.C" on disk (C)T6.1 can only get

it lo select and make a characler. When the

"W" (weapons) selection is selected the pro

gram says "You do not start with a weapon."

That is as far as we can get. We have tried

different levels, different characters etc. but

to no avail. I also printed the program on

the printer but not being much at pro

gramming, still don't know what I urn doing

wrong. Could someone supply some infor

mation so we may get the program to

operate.

Lome R. Ingrey

Berwyn, Alberta

I have the program "CASTLE QUEST.40"

which I have tried time and time again to

play, bul it is very difficult due to the lim

ited instructions. Can someone provide me

with a list of all the commands used in this

game. Also I need the answers to the follow

ing questions about the game. How do you

give the fertilizer to the tree, to get the

apple in the conservatory? What do you do

about —the large mirror in Ihe storage

room? —the picture of the king in the king's

quarters? —the oriental rug in Merlin's

room? —the statue of the queen in the

queen's quarters? What do you do with the

medicine cabinet in the royal washroom?

Liana B. Share

St. Laurent, Quebec

I donated a C-64, several texts and a few

programs lo a resident of one of our local

mental health facilities about a year ago.

He has taken a lively interest in the C-fi4

and has begun corresponding, asking me

various computer-type questions. Until

recently I've been able to keep up with him

by following the educator's process ofquickly

"reading the lesson" as soon as I find out

what it's going to be. Yesterday I received a

question I'm unable to answer, and I can't

seem to find the answer in my books. Can

someone help?

The question: "When I type columns of

figures to the screen how do I keep the

decimal points lined up?"

Name withheld

Minnesota

Assl. Bus. Manager's Note: Perhaps someone

in the western United States would like to

assist in answering the various questions this

computer enthusiast has. If so, please let me

know.

HINTS

(?) Where to get a VIC-1605 adaptor - C. A.

Radlev (British Columbia)

You can get the 1605 Modem adapter by

requesting same and sending $17.12 to the

following address: Commodore Business

Machines Ltd., 7261 Victoria Park Avenue,

Markham, Ontario L3R 2M7. It should

arrive within two weeks. It works just fine.

It plugs into the back of the VIC MODEM.

You then plug a modular phone jack into

the adapter and then wire the other end

direct lo the phone junction box. If you

have jacks in the wall you will need a cord

with a male modular plug on both ends.

Herb Carruihers

Vonda, Saskatchewan

(?) How can I get Easy Script to change print

styles on my Okidata with Cardco?/ + G—

Mary Brigito, New York

My setup is a Prowriter with the +G and I

had the same problem until just a few days

ago when I finally discovered the secret.

I'm not sure the same thing will work with

the Okidata but it's worth a try.

First, be sure all the switches in the +G are

set ON. Then turn everything on and LOAD

Easy Script. Don't send any commands to

the printer. Tell Easy Script you have a

CBM printer (choice 0).

Put in your normal formattingcommands,

but be sure they are compatible with the

pilch of the print you plan to use; both the

Left margin and the right margin need to

be different for condensed than for pica,

for example.

From BASIC, to put the Prowriter into

condensed print, 1 must send it CHRS

(27)"Q". As far as I know, most printers

work about the same way; send the ESCAPE

command (CHR5(27)) followed by a code

specific to what you want. The Prowriter

uses N for pica. E for elite. P for proportional,

and O_ for condensed. I suspect that your

Okidata uses other codes. Look in your

printer manual to find them.

From Easy Script, to put the Prowriter into

condensed print, I type Fl then 'up-arrow'

then SH1FT-Q. The fl'up-arrow' causes a

reversed capital E to appear on the screen

and the Q looks normal. Don't use either :

or ;, don't use quotes, and don't use lower

case. My first line would read:

EQNow is the time. . . (Except the E would

be reversed color.)

I can switch print styles anytime, anywhere

including right in the middle of a word if I

want. (Underlining too.) It does give some

margin problems that you have to work

around, though, especially the proportional

style.

GOOD LUCK!

W. D. Bainard

Richland, Washington

Some TPUG members may be having trou

ble with older C1526 printers hanging up

when used with VIC 20. Typing SYS64490

sets the serial port timing to the C-64's speed.

The 1526 then works fine.

Howard M. Messick

Hartly, Delaware

continued on next fwgv
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PROVINCIAL

PAYROLL
A complete Canadian Payroll System for Small

Business.

• 50 Employees per disk (1541) •

Calculate and Print Journals • Print

Cheques • Calculate submissions

summary for Revenue Canada •

Accumulates data and prints T-4s • Also

available for 4032 and 8032 Commodore

Computers.

Available from your Commodore Dealer.

Distributed by:

ICROCOMPUTER

SOLUTIONS

1262 DON MILLS RD. STE. 4

DON MILLS. ONTARIO M3B 2W7

TEL: (416) 447-4811

Now there's PASCAL

for the Commodore 64.
Andat a miniprice.

Kyan PASCAL is a full-featured implementation of PASCAL

-not a subset! With these features.

□ high-performance compiler and comprehensive set of

error messages for faster debugging

□ speeds up to 40 times faster than Commodore Basic

□ built-in full screen editor

□ support for files, pointers, record types, sets and ordinal

types used in sophisticated data structures.

□ plus, a comprehensive tutorial manual illustrating the

speed and power of PASCAL through sample programs.

Kyan PASCAL lets you develop programs on your

Commodore 64 that are transportable to most mainframes.

So it's perfect for students and working at home.

Tty It for 15 days.

Order Kyan PASCAL, and if you're not completely satisfied,

return the diskette and manual within 15 days fora full refund.

Kyan PASCAL with complete tutorial manual $49.95

(Add $4.50 per copy for postage and handling. $9.50 out

side North America. California residents add 6.5% sales tax.}

To order, call 4151775-2923.

[VISA and MasterCard accepted.)

Or send check or money order to: Kyan Software,

Suite 183, 1850 Union Street, San Francisco, CA 94123.

Sorry, no COD- orders accepted.

Ckyan

COMSPEC
Authorized Commodore dealer since 1978.

866 Wilson Ave., Downsview

633-5605

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

BOOKS

ACCESSORIES

SERVICE

commodore

Off the Shelf Delivery

THIS MONTHS SPECIALS

WICO'BOSS" $19.95

WICO "BAT-HANDLE' 29.95

WICO "RED BALL" 32.95

PAPERCLIP & SPELLPACK 109.95

VERBATIM VALUE PACK 29.95

BOX OF 10 DISKS WITH THIS AD 19.95

LIMITED QUANTITIES

10% Discount to

TPUG Members
ON SOFTWARE. BOOKS AND ACCESSORIES

EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS

Mail orders subject to shipping and handling fees.

TPUG Library

Available For Copy
Ontario residents add 7% Retail Sales Tax.

Q

Wilson

Hwy. 401

Ave.
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In the August/September issue of TPUG

Magazine there was a reference to expand

ing the Commodore 6-1 system by the mono

lith RAM system, marketed and developed

by Richvale Telecommunications. I have

recently found out that this package has

been dropped due to the developer going

back to university. Also, Richvale stated

that they are not considering developing

this package at a future date.

Vickie Martin

Oakville, Ontario

(?) Is it possible to expand the C-64 to 128Kor

higher —Jim McCoy (Florida)

It is possible to expand the memory of the

Commodore 64. LETCO (an acronym for

Leader Electronic Technology Company)

has made an adapter for its 64K cartridge

expander originally used with the VIC 20,

so that it can be used with the Commodore

64. The price for the cartridge is $109.95

and the adapter is $29.95.

As you know, if you try to POKE to any

location above 65535, you will get an ?IL-

LEGAL QUANTITYERROR. This will

be true no matter what you plug into the

back of your computer. So how does this

expansion work? Jim McCoy correctly

deduced that the expansion would have to

take the form of bank switching. This is

because the Commodore 64 uses a sixteen

bit addressing system. That means that the

system cannot address any more than 64K

at one time (there are only 65536 different

combinations that 16 bits can form). How

ever, it is possible to use part of the RAM,

then switch it out, and switch in new mem

ory. When the new memory is in, no pro

gram (not even the microprocessor) has

access to the other RAM. This is exactly

how the expander works.

The 8K RAM where cartridges normally

go, locations 32768 to 40959, is transformed

into eight separate banks of 8K each. The

current bank is selected by a POKE. Bank

switching is very useful for storing data, (as

opposed to programs). For example, a video

game which contained several high resolu

tion screens could make excellent use of

this memory expansion. Since each screen

uses 8K, the programmer could put each

screen into one bank and then switch when

the scene changed. This is just one example.

Any application which did not need to access

more than one bank at once could make

use of this product.

However there is one problem. Commer

cial software thai makes use of this product

will be extremely limited at first. A software

company would be unlikely to commit a

product to the users who have the memory

expansion; conversely, 64 users would be

unlikely to buy the memory expansion until

there was good software that makes use of

it. One further point is that 64K is quite a

lot of memory for most people. Many would

much rather use global files than spend

over a hundred dollars for more memory.

What we can hope for is that companies,

which already have good software, make

versions that will utilize the memory ex

pansion. It would be a very small revision

for programs like Paperclip or EasyScript.

Even if this does not happen, it is nice to

know that the unexpandable Commodore

64 is expandable, and that those users who

want more memory can get it.

Matthew Shulman

Toronto, Ontario

Mr. Howard Verschell wrote in the August/

September magazine that the manual for

the Cardco interface indicates that the com

puter must always be turned on first.

Mr. Jim O'Hare adds—My Cardco man

ual advises that the printer must always be

turned on first. In actual fact it doesn't

seem to make any difference. I've recently

begun turning on the whole system (C-64,

CardcoPG, Epson RX80) at once with a

switchable power bar and everything works

fine. This suggests to me that his problem

with the Gemini 10X is due to some other

Jim O'Harc

Victoria, British Columbia

THIS AND THAT
Doris Bradley

Assistant Business Manager

Seasons Greetings

Greetings to you all from all of us in the

TPUG office! We are a truly international

club with members on every continent. We

have members of every colour, creed and

political persuasion. We seem to get along

quite well as a world community of Com

modore computer users — let's try to extend

this good will to other aspects of our lives.

It has been said many times but at no time

has it had greater meaning — Peace on earth,

Goodwill to men! This is my wish for you

and yours.

PET Library

The PET library is still the largest that

TPUG has, though the Commodore 64

library is due to overtake it sometime before

summer. This PET library has grown up

over a number of years, but now we are

coming to the point where there are very

few programs being submitted to the PET

library. So please dust off those programs

or ideas for programs and help us support

the PET owners. In all likelihood the PET

owners will be in a position similar to that

of the B-128 owners. They'll have good

computers but find it increasingly difficult

to get any support for them. TPUG wants

to continue to support PET and CBM com

puters so keep those programs for the library

and articles for the magazine coming.

Four-Minute Backup/

Fast Backup/FBACKUP

I hope you had an opportunity to read

Piracy—A Case History^ by Jim Butterfield,

in the November issue of TPUG Magazine.

In it he introduced you to the author of this

program, Thomas Tempelmann. a student

in West Germany who has sold a total of 70

copies world-wide. I recently spoke to

Thomas. (I made my first international long

distance phone call!) I asked him for per

mission to actually announce a plan whereby

the users of this program can provide a

'thank you' to the author.

As you probably know, TPUG has FAST

BACKUP.C on disk (C)TA. Rather than

remove it from that disk (a procedure we

normally follow when we discover that a

program is considered copyright), we are

adding the following note to the program.

"This program was written by Thomas

Tempelmann, a student who lives in West

Germany. If you find it worthwhile and

intend to use it, please send a cheque or

money order for S5.00 (made out to TPUG) to

Thomas Templemann, c/o TPUG, 1912A

Avenue Rd., Ste. 1, Toronto, Ontario, Can

ada M5M 4A1. TPUG is willing to act as a

clearing house, will purchase German marks

and forward the money to the author."

ANYONE who has received this program as a

'public domain' program is welcome to partici

pate in thanking the author for his work in (his

way! Here's a way to demonstrate the spirit

of Christmas!

Other computer clubs/magazines please feel

free to spread the word far and wide!

continued overleaf
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The Commodore B-I28 Computer

As you may have heard. Commodore's B-128

computer is not available for sale in Canada.

This does put TPUG at a slight disadvan

tage as far as providing support for this

machine is concerned, but Jim Butterfield

and Gord Campbell are doing what they

can for B-128 owners. Belween them they

have produced a disk of utilities, (B)U1,

which is available now from the club, $10

for 4040 and $12 for 8050.

I hope you read Jim Butterfield's article in

the October magazine regarding this ma

chine. In tt he mentions some sources of

information and also indicates that "Com

modore is rumored to be preparing a refer

ence guide for the B-128." Well there is a

programmer's reference guide available from

VICSOFT, Commodore Business Machines,

1 Hunter's Rd.. Weldon, Corby, Nort

hamptonshire, England. The book actu

ally costs about 20 pounds, but with ship

ping and handling it will cost you close to

30 pounds. If you want it airmailed, that

can be done. The simplest way to pay is by

using a major credit card. Provide them

with vourcard number and theexpirv date

and the order can be processed.

If you have a B-128 and are writing pro

grams for your computer, please send them

along. TPUG intends to try to support the

mach ine. so please use us as a clearing house

for information and programs.

Membership Fees

At the Annual General Business Meeting

there was a motion to increase the member

ship fees across the board by $">. This means

thut an Associate or Studem membership will

be $25. and a Regular membership will be

$35. Other rates are to be determined by

the Board of Directors and will be an

nounced in the January issue of TPUG

Magazine. The new rates will become effec

tive January 1st. 198"). Renewals prior to

January 1st will be accepted at the old rates.

This is the first increase in fees in over two

years.

10-Line Programming Contest

As I mentioned in the August/September

magazine, the first place winner of the pro

gramming contest was Conrad Fujimoto for

his program Nightcrawler for the Commo

dore 64. Gerald Desilets won second prize

for Invaders for the VIC 20. A technical

prize was awarded to Gordon Lui-Yee for

the use of the Commodore window in his

entry.

By the time you read ill is. those who entered

will have received a letter along with the

disk/tape he/she submitted as well as a copy

of the disk/tape of contest entries for his/her

machine. These disks/tapes are now avail

able to any members at the current prices

for disks and tapes. The titles are (C)84.

(V)84 and P(TD). Remember they are 10-

line programs, so don't expect a full disk or

tape.

VIC 20 Members

Notice to all VIC 20 people who have

stopped attending the VIC meetings at the

York Public Library - COM E ON BACK!!

The new flexible format of the meetings is

designed to give those who attend more of

what they want, while at the same time

including enough of a variety so there will

be something for everyone. A special voting

system to accommodate this i.s under way

at each meeting. A much needed question

and answer period will also be included.

And finally, a special invitation to begin

ners to come back and give the new format

a chance.

Thank You

So many of you have been so kind as far as

stampsare concerned. I recently sorted out

the stamps people had especially sent to us,

and divided them up among the eight stamp

collectors on the staff and the Board of

Directors. There were stamps from approxi

mately 40 countries includuing such well-

known countries as Australia. New Zealand,

Sweden and the United States as well as

such places as Liechtenstein, Qatar, United

Arab Emirates, Sierra Leone, Thailand.

Papua New Guinea. THANK YOU! What

more can we say.

Other Computer Clubs

I try to include information submitted by

other computer clubs. These groups may

or may not have an associate membership

in TPUG.

Lansing Area Commodore Club (LACC} meets

on the second Thursday of each month a!

All Saints Episcopal Church, 800 Abbott

Rd., E., in Lansing Michigan. Meetings

begin at 7 p.m. and generally run until

9:30. Contact Jae Walker 517-351-7061.

The Northwest Arkansas Computer Users Asso

ciation (NWACUA) meets the first Thursday

of each month at the First National Bank

Community Bldg. in Springdale. Contact

Mark Denniston 501-443-4349.

Trinidad Trip

There is no further news on Trinidad. If

you recall, last month I said that ^/Jim

Butterfield goes to speak to our associate

club in Trinidad this winter, and r/we can

make appropriate arrangements, we'll try

to organize a TPUG get-together in the

Caribbean. It's still very nebulous, but if

you'd like to be kept informed, let me know.

The most likely time is Feb. Hi to 23. but

that is only a guess!

Fourth TPUG Conference, 1985

Watch for news of the U)H5 Conference in the

January issue!.'!

Tl'l 'G

KNCM, COttPOTERS

IMPORTANT

ROLE IN FOOD

THK\5 VMV

T\l. TANNER
so
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FANTASTIC FILER
COPYBIGHT1 19B4 BY DAVID M. SMITH

A SOPHISTICATED AND .EASY TO USE FILE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR THE COMMODORE
64 AND 1541 DISK DRIVE. PACKAGE INCLUDES:

1) Complete Menu Driven sub

sections.

2) Simple One Stroke Key Com

mands

3) Free form record layout design

to place data anywhere on the

screen

4) Maximum of 50 Iields per

record.

5) Maximum oi 256 charac

ters/ record.

6) Average of 1000 records per

disk.

7) Fast 3 second searach using

index match or specific search

criteria on all held combinations

8) Full arithmetic calculations

between Iields

9) Built in multifunction colum

nar report and mailing label

generator.

10) Ability to create sequential

disk sub files for merging data

with popular word processors.

11) Complete and thorough

users manual.

SO MUCH SOFTWARE

FOR ONLY

All in all Fantastic Filer is a Fan

tastic Data Base Program at an

even more Fantastic price Why

pay more lor others when Fan

tastic Filer Will fill your data base

needs'

Available from: ,

DISTRIBUTING. INC

1342 B Route 23

Butler, N.J. 07405

Call: (201) 838-9027 To Order

THE RESET SWITCH THAT
COMMODORE FORGOT

"THE LITTLE BLACK BOX" reset switch restarts your
computer without turning the power off.

YOU CAN NOW SAVE AND RETRIEVE ALL YOUR
CRASHED PROGRAMS.

Saves hours of work in retyping your program.

Saves wear and tear on your computer and your nerves.

Full Lifetime Warranty

Diode Protected Circuitry

To install, simply turn off computer, locate user port

on left side rear, then simply insert "THE LITTLE

BLACK BOX'1 fully in opening with the button
facing up.

Turn on the computer, you've done it!!!!!!

When your computer crashes, simply press the little
black button and you have recovered your lost program.

CANADIAN UADE -

EXCLUSIVELY SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED BY

B & R ENTERPRISES AND ASSOCIATES INC

Pefferlaw, ON

Canada L0E 1N0

Price Only $24.95 Postpaid

Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.

Check, Money order or MasterCard

Free money-saving catalogue with every order.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

COMPLETE EDITOR-ASSEMBLE)

PACKAGE FOR YOUR M

Software for Commodore-64

ASTRO POSITIONS

display and print the position of the

sun and stars 'one, sVc second accu

racy) and the position of the moon

and the planets lone arc minute accu

racy except (or Pluto) for any dale

in hislory

includes User s Guide, Introduction

to Positional Astronomy and Intro

duction to Classical Astrology

DISK 3P 36

:DIT ASM II

- DESIGNEDTO HELP YOU CREATE

AND MODIFY 6502 Assembly Lan

guage Programs on the Commodore

64 Computer

ON SCREEN HELP SYSTEM toassist

you in using all commands available

add assemble calculate delete direc

tory disk edit find help insert list

load merge new phst quit, and save

DISK 28 9b

DAISY

DAtadase information SYstem

one of-tne comprehensive DATA'

BASE SYSTEMS for the 64

fully btlmgual on screen

calculates comnuiethecontentsof
lumenc fields —add subtract mui-

lioiy or divide against the defined

lieid jsmg either constant value of

me contents of any other field in the

record Virtual disk operation

DISK 39 9b

Powerful household finance-

Business system

eliminate inconvenient files confus

ing tables and tedious calculations

store all your data on WORDS A

CALCS spreadsheet

WORDS &CALCS will do your wor-t

lor you m organizing displaying

storing rjnnling and performing

calculations

DISK 33 nb

YES ! You CAN get quality software

at a reasonalbe price.

Write for our FREE catalog.

Money Order, Check, Visa or Mastercard. Dealer and distributor inquiries invited.

Suite 210.

5950 Cote des neiges

Montreal. Quebec H3S 1Z6

Canada
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TPUG CALENDAR OF EVENTS

For Toronto meeting information...

(416)782-9804

Fall/Winter Schedule

Please note: The exceptions to the "rule" for the designated date for a

meeting (e.g. 2nd Thursday) are shown in bold.

BRAMPTON CHAPTER - Central Peel Secondary School, 32 Ken

nedy Rd. N. on the second Thursday of the month at 7:30 in the

Theatre.

Thu. Nov. 8

Thu. Dec. 13

Thu. Jan. 10

Thu. Feb. 1-f

CENTRAL CHAPTER - Leaside High School, Bayview 8: Eglinton

Aves. on the second Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in the

auditorium for PET/CBM.

Wed. Nov. 14

Wed. Dec. 12

Wed. Jan. 9

Wed. Feb. 13

COMAL CHAPTER-York Public Library, 1745 Eglinton Ave.

W., (just east of Dufferin)on the last Thursday of the month at 7:30

p.m. in the auditorium.

Thu. Nov. 29

Thu. Dec. 27

Thu. Jan. 31

Thu. Feb. 28

Commodore 64 CHAPTER - York Mills C.I., 490 York Mills Rd.,

(east of Bayview} on the last Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in

the cafetorium.

Mon. Nov. 19

Mon. Dec. 17

Mon. Jan. 28

Mon. Feb. 23

COMMUNICATIONS CHAPTER-York Public Library, 1745

Eglinton Ave. W., (just east of Dufferin) on the first Wednesday of

the month at 7:30 p.m. in the Siory Hour Room (adjacent to the

auditorium).

Wed. Nov. 7

Wed. Dec. 5

Wed. Jan. 2

Wed. Feb. 6

EASTSIDE CHAPTER -Dunbarton High School, (from the traf

fic lights at Highway 2 and Whites Rd. — go north on Whites Rd. to

next traffic lights —turn left to parking lots) on the second Monday

of the month at 7:30 p.m.

Mon. Nov. 12

Mon. Dec. 10

Mon. Jan. 14

Mon. Feb. 11

FORTH CHAPTER-York Public Library, 1745 Eglinton Ave.

W., (just east of Dufferin) on the second Tuesday of the month al

7:30 p.m. in the Story Hour Room (adjacent to the auditorium).

Tue. Nov. 13

Tue. Dec. -J

Tue. Jan. 8

Tue. Feb. 12

HARDWARE CHAPTER-York Public Library, 1745 Eglinton

Ave. W., (just east of Dufferin) on the first Friday of the month at

6:30 p.m. in the Story Hour Room (adjacent to the auditorium).

Fn. Nov. 2

Fri. Dec. 7

Fri. Jan. 4

Fri. Feb. 1

MACHINE LANGUAGECHAPTER (6502) - Fenton High School,

off Kennedy Rd.. south of Steeles Ave., Brampton. at 7:30 in the

computer room. For further information call Garry Ledez c/o

41G-782-8W0.

Tue., Dec. 4

SuperPET CHAPTER-York University. Petrie Science Build

ing (check in Room 340). Use north door of Petrie to access build ing.

On the third Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 21

Tue. Dec. 18

Wed. Jan. 16

Wed. Feb. 20

VIC 20 CHAPTER - York Public library, 1745 Eglinton Ave. W.

(just east of Dufferin) on the first Tuesday of the month at 7:30 p.m

in the auditorium.

Tue. Nov. fi

Tue. Dec. 4

Tue. Jan. 15

Tue. Feb. 5

WESTSIDE CHAPTER - Clarkson Secondary School, Bromsgrove

just east of Winston Churchill Blvd. (south'of the QEW) on the

third Thursday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre for
PET/CBM/VIC 20/Commodore 64

Thu. Nov. 15

Thu. Dec. 20

Thu. Jan. 17

Thu. Feb. 14

Are you interested in organizing some other interest group in the

Greater Toronto area? Please let the club office know, by mail,

phone, or TPUG bulletin board.
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experience the XETEC family of printer interfaces

Available in three models — the SPI, SPI/B, GPI — These models feature a five year

warranty, complete user's manual with software examples, command channels, an

internal micro processor for maximum speed and intelligence, and an internal 2K

buffer to allow more computing time (not included in the SPI). These models inter

face Centronics parallel compatible printers with the VIC-20, C-64 and SX-64 serial

bus.

SPI-SPI/B features:

2K buffer (SPI/B only)

Centronics compatible

10 printing modes

10 additional commands

4 user-acccssable switches

CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY on the Gemini,

Delta, Epson and Panasonic printers

SPI-S89.95 . . SPI/B-S99.95 . . SGI-S129.95

GPI features:

Graphic printer interface

Centronics compatible

Standard 2K buffer

7 printing modes

22 additional commands

Supports more than 21 printers

6 user-acccssable switches

54 SECOND hi-res screen dump

100% COMPATIBLE with software written

for the VIC 1525 printer

Take out line available at finer software stores everywhere.

Exclusively distributed in Canada by

B&R Enterprises Inc.

Pefferlaw Ont. LOE 1N0

(705) 437-3187
Onlario Residents add 7% P.S.T.

order direct, immediate delivery

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Circle No. 32 on Reader Service Card.
TPl 'G magazine page I',



TPUG ASSOCIATE CLUB CHAPTER MEETINGS

UNITED STATES CANADA

Boston Computer Society/Commodore Users Group

-meets at Minute Man Tech High School. Rt 2A (jus! off Rt 128)

in Lexington, MA every 2nd Monday of the month at 7 p.m.

Contact Harvey W. Gendreau 617-661-9227

Commodore Houston Users Group (Texas)

— Clear Lake Chapter—Nassau Bay City Hall. NASA Road #1, on

the first Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m.

— Central Chapter — Farrish Hall, University of Houston main campus

— NW Chapter-Bleyl Jr. High School, 10,000MillsRd. (Cypress-

Fairbanks SD). on the 3rd Thursday of each month al 7:30 p.m.

— Klein Chapter- Hildebrandt Middle School, 22,800 Hildebrandt

Rd. (Klein ISD}, on the 3rd Tuesday of each month (except July 8t

August) at (3:30 p.m.

Contaci Mary F. Howe 713-376-7000

Genesce County Area Pet Users Group (Michigan)

— meets at Bentley High School on Belsay Rd. on the 3rd Thursday

of each month at 7 p.m.

Contact Gordon Hale 313-239-1366

Greater Omaha Commodore 64 Users Group

— meets at South Omaha campus of the Metropolitan Technical

Community College. 27th and Q Streets in Room 120 of the Indus

trial Training Center on the first Thursday of the month at 7 p.m.

Contact Bob Quisenberry 402-292-2753

Manasota Commodore Users Group (Florida)

— meets at Mr. G*S Computer World, 2057 Whitfield Industrial

Way, Bradenton, FLon (he 2nd and 4th Thursdays of the month at

7 p.m.

Contaci Robert O. Bronson 813-747-1785

Michigan's Commodore 64 Users Group

— meets at Warren Woods High School in Warren on the 3rd

Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m.

Call 313-773-6302

Mohawk Valley Commodore User's Group

— meets at the Clara S. Bacon School in Amsterdam, NY at 7 p.m.

on the 2nd Tuesday of the month

Contact William A. Nowak 518-829-7576

Russellville CUG, Inc. (Arkansas)

— meets at Oakland Heights Flementary School on the 3rd Thursday

of each month at 7:30 p.m.

Call 501-967-1822

Sacramento Commodore Computer Club (California)

— meets at Kil Carson High School on the -1th Monday of each

month at 7 p.m.

Contact Geoff Worstell 916-961-8699

Southern Minnesota Commodore Users Group

— meets at Mankato State University on the first Thursday of each

month a! 7:30 p.m.

Contaci Dean Otto 507-625-6942

Westmoreland Commodore User's Club

— meets at Westmoreland County Community College (Young^vood

PA) on the 3rd Friday evening of each month

Contact Bob McKinley 412-863-3930

Commodore Owners of Muskoka

— meets at MacAulay Public School, Bracebridge, on the first

Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m.

Contact Mike Wilson 705-645-0300

Edmonton Commodore Users Group

— meets at Archbishop Jordan High School, Sherwood Park on the

last Friday of each month at 7 p.m.

Contact Bob Kadylo 403-465-3523

Guelph Computer Club

— meets at Co-operators Insurance Assoc. on the 2nd Wednesday

of each month at 7:30 p.m.

Contact Brian Grime 519-822-1992

London Commodore Users Club

— meets al Althouse College of Education, main auditorium on the

3rd Monday of each month at 7 p.m.

Contact Dennis Trankner 519-681-5059

Sarnia C-64 Users Group

— meets al Lambton College on the first Sunday of each month at

7:30 p.m.

Contact J. C. Hollemans 519-542-4710

Commodore Users Club of Sudbury

— meets at Lasalle High School in the cafeteria on the last Thursday

of each month at 7 p.m.

Contaci Tim Miner 705-566-9632

PET Educators Group (Windsor)

— meets at Faculty of Education Building, 600 3rd Concession,

Windsor on the 3rd Wednesday of each month (not [uly &■ August)

at 7 p.m.

Contaci John Moore 519-253-8658

INTERNATIONAL *
Baden Computer Club (West Germany)

— meets al CFB Baden-Soellingcn on the 2nd Sunday of each

month at 7 p.m.

Contact Ben Brash

Trinidad Association of Commodore Owners—TACO

— meets at St. Mary's College, Frederick Street. Port of Spain

every 2nd Saturday of the month at 2 p.m
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COMPUTER RENTALS

-1541 Alignment $39.00

— MSD Drives available

— Rentals, Sales, Service &

Repairs to Commodore

Computers

-We buy trade & sell used

Commodore computers

250 Consumers Rd., Suite 101

Willowdale, ON M2J 4V6

Tel#: (416)495-0035

For a good time. . .

call the

bJurolners

a QJyslemoar

{/(> David and Richard Bradley,

147 Roe Avenue;,

Toronto, Out.,

M5M 2H8

Only 510.00 per year.

(All cheques should be payable to David

Messages Bradley) Proffrum.s

{-ilfiH«7-")»:t:i (4Hi)4«l-9O47

(416)481-8661 (416)272-0709

CLEAROUT SPECIALS

For C-64

Q Bopper

Easy Script

Jupiter Lander

Hard Hat Mack

(Electronic Arts)

Worms

(Electronic Arts)

$9.95

$49.95

$17.95

$29.95

$29.95

Electronics 2001
5529 Yonge St., Willowdale, ON

M2N5S3 (416) 223-8400

ATTENTION EDUCATORS

1! you have d

ware, but lia

for productu

Our cutalogi

lionul suftwu

and Boards

Conti

vclopcd quality educational soft-

1 neither the time nor inclination

and marketing, wpcan assist you.

. comiitiiin exclusively ol edlica-

. is distributed i" libraries, schools

i Kducatioil throughout Canada,

t us lor more information.

I'RALCO EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE.

Box S&5X Station V

Hamilton. Ontario \.\K'. ">S!l

COMPUTER RENTALS

We buy, trade and sell Commodore

computers

We repair Commodore computers

Wanted 1541 and 4040 disk drives

COMPUTER RENTALS

250 Consumers Rd., Suite 101

Willowdale, ON M2) 4V6

Tel#:(416)495-0035

See p.5 for the list of new Directors!!

With Mr. Tester™ Software

Is your Commodore 64 TM

Disk Drive, Printer, Memory,

Joystick, Monitor and Sound

Chip operating correctly?

Also Mr. Tester telii you if

your 1541 Drive Is properly

aligned and operating at iho

correct ap»d, plus:

1.) Full joystick operation

in all axis.

2.) Continuous or standard

comprehensive memory

test.

3.) CommodoreTM SID chip

test for sound analysis.

4.) Screen alignment and

color test.

5.) Complete read/write Disk

Track and Block Test.

6.) Diskette format analysis to

check Floppys.

7.) Complete printer test.

8.) Complete keyboard test.

9.) Cassette read/write test.

All this for ^SJfc
only $2995

Dealers & Dl*lrlbu1c>i» Inquiries Invited

Wait! Don't do it!!

order from

MicnF>
DISTRIBUTING INC

1342B Route 23

Butler, N.J. 07405

201-838-9027
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MICROGRAFIX
Richard Bradley

Toronto, ON

Finally I have found an interface for the Commodore 64 and VIC

20 computers that is really a joy to work with! The interface is the

MW 350, from Micro World Electronix, Inc.

Upon opening the green-and-white box you will find everything

you need to get you going in minutes: the interface and an excel

lent User's Instruction Manual. The interface itself has two cables

permanently connected to opposite ends of a black box. Looking

from the front of the interface, the serial cable is on the right and

the Centronics Parallel cable is on the left. On the top of the black

box are two bright green stickers. The first has the usual things like

the brand name and the manufacturer's address: the second has a

kind of mini-manual, to help with the setting of dip switches at a

glance.

Speaking of the dip switches, I am pleased to inform you that they

are completely accessible from the outside of the interface. This is

a big plus over some of the other graphics interfaces [hat are

presently available. I find the exterior dip switches make this

interface ideal for all users. They are especially good for people

who get very nervous about taking any components of their com

puter system apart. The six dip switches control (our main areas:

Switches 1, 2 and 3 control what kind of prinlei you are UNing. With

these settings you can match your printer with one of the four

standards thai exist with most Centronics parallel printers. These

four standards are EPSON. PRO/NEC. OKIDATA and SEIKOSHA.

In the manual there is a breakdown of which printers fall under

which of the four standards. There is also a UNIVERSAL setting

that will allow all printers to print without graphics. Switch I

controls line feeds (AUTO or NO LINE FEED). Switch 5 toggles

between the EMULATE and TRANSPARENT mode. Switch 6

allows the printer to be addressed as either Device 4 or Device 5.

There is also an interface reset switch. This can be used for a

number of things. If you would like to have the MW 350 rim its

internal sell-test, which it does on power up, you would press and

release the RESF.T button. When the interface has completed its

tests, the paper will advance one line, to tell you that all is well. If

you were in the middle of printing something and realized that

you have made some sort of error, you might want to abort the

printing. First you would stop the computer and then press the

RESET switch on your interface. (NOTE: The RESET does not

need to be pressed if you do not have a buffer in your interface).

The best feature of the RESET switch is that if you press and hold

it, the MW 350 will print a status report that looks like this:

any information. The way in which I find it most useful is when I

am doing a listing on a wide carriage printer, using 8V X 11"

paper. If I happen to have a line that is over 80 characters long, I

lose everything past the 80th character on the roller. To get around

this, lean just set the right margin to 80 (actually, I use 70) and then

I will be sure of gel ling the whole program on paper. Through use

of these three settings, it should be possible to print good listings

on whatever sized paper you have available.

The two most important things that any interface should have is

complete 1525 emulation and an easily accessible transparent mode.

The MW 350 has both. In the emulation mode, all 1325 features

(including secondary addresses) are accessible. The simplest way

to check this is to run the printer test that comes on the Commo

dore demonstration disk. If you were to compare the output from

the 1525 and the output from a Centronics parallel dot matrix

printer, the only difference you might see would be in thequalily

of the print. To enter Iransparent mode, all you have to do is

change one dip switch. This mode is most commonly used with

word processors.

High Resolution Printing

Many people have seen the various graphics packages that will

print high-resolution pictures on your printer. Other interfaces

sometimes require multiple passes todraw a single lineof a picture.

Wilh the MW 350 this is not the case at all. Providing, of course,

thai you have satisfactory software to dump a picture from the

screen to the printer, the MW 3f>0 not only prints it, but prints it

last and it will look good. (Of course, the quality of the picture will

also depend on your printer).

Some Other Nice Features

Although the standard unit does not include a buffer, there are

provisions available to expand to either 2K or 4K. The unit I have

for review includes the4K buffer. I have never before had a printer

buffer, but after using the MW 350 I have come to appreciate the

value of such a feature very much. The MW 350 is regularly

powered by the printer, but with some printers (like F~PSON for

instance) the power is not provided. If this is the case, you can get a

separate cable that connects from your cassette port to power the

interface. To find out if you require this extra cable you have to

consult your printer manual to sec if 5 volts is provided on pin 18

of the 36 pin connector.

MICROGRAFIX

PRINTER

UNIVERSAL

INTERFACE STATUS REPORT

BUFF MODE

4K EMULATE

LNFD

OFF

DEV#

004

LMAR

000

RMAR

000

FLEN

000

RELEASE

123456
*

1.5

-

From this, you are given a full report on how your interface is set

up. Included with this is a diagram of the dip switch settings.

Witli the MW 3">0, there are a few other features that are unparal

leled (no pun intended folks) by any other graphics printer interface.

These include the ability to set left margin (0-255), right margin

(0-255) and form length (20-127). This would be especially useful if

you wanted to put a program listing in a binder. You could set (he

left margin to 10 and then punch holes in the paper without losing

SUMMARY

The interface is full-featured. The documentation is complete and

concise (all 48 pages of it). The interface can be used with virtually

any Centronics Parallel printer. I rate this an excellent product — it

is by far the best printer interface that I have used. If you are

looking around for a good interface, look no farther. . . it is here!
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From my description I hope you get the idea that I was very

impressed with the MW 350. As you can probably guess, an inter

face so fully equipped would not be the least expensive unit to

purchase. Well, you arc right: it is not. The price for the basic unit

is $129.00 (U.S.)'A 2K buffer comes for an extra $16.00, the 4K
buffer is another $24.95 and, if you need the power cable, it is $8.00.

The unit I was given for review is completely loaded with the 4K

buffer and power cable. It would retail for $161.95 (U.S.) For some

this might seem a bit steep. If you consider that this should be the

only printer interface you will ever need, things are properly

brought into perspective. How many of us have bought either

extra software or hardware for our computers, only to find that for

a few dollars more, we could have got what we really wanted? Well.

it has happened to me, as well as to people I know. The MW UiiO is

the Rolls Royce of the printer interfaces. You won't be disap

pointed—I know I wasn't! TPUG

MICROGRAFIX™ Parallel Printer Graphics Interface, from Micro

World Klectronix, Inc:., 3333 S. Wadsworth Blvd.. #C105, Lakewood,

Colorado 80227 U.S.A.

$28 MODEM FIX

Chris Covell

Toronto, ON

Here is a different and cheaper way to get that coupler you've bad

lying in the basement working.

An arIicle appeared in the May 1984 issue of TPUG magazine ( VIC

20 And The S2H Modem, by C. Gray) which showed how to build u

power supply and other items to make use of the Novation acoustic

coupler, available at Active Surplus. The modem now costs $:18.OO.

but is still well worth it.

The accompanying schematic shows how to build an interface with

which to hook the modem directly to your VIC 20 or Commodore

64. The power supply comes from the user port on the computer.

HARDWARE NOTES:

All diodes (3) are 4001

All capacitors (3) are:

electrolytic;

>10 V and

330 ni.

The chip is a fourteen-pin 7404.

The circuit basically allows true RS2K2 voltages to be used on the

pacudo RS2;!2 port (user port) lound on VIC 20's and C-(>4"s.

When your interface is complete, you may want a cover for the

card-edged connector, so that you don't need a screwdriver with

which to lake the modem out.

Also, be sure to insert the connector rigbt-side-upor you will blow

the fuse in your computer and possibly do damage.

The parts lor die circuit board should cost approximately $l").(H>-20.00

or less, and take only a short lime to complete.

Happy Hacking! TPUG

RS232C

ABC

Connections,

(1,2, 11, 12

CONNECTIONS

4 5 6 7 8 9

D E F

utilized are

R C M, N

H J K

underlined

)

10

L

top

M R

Modem Output Cable L1 D2 rt3 v4 '6 6 7 8 '
\Br. Re. Or. Ye. Gr. Bl. Pu. Grey I
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HELP IS HERE
FOR C-64 & VIC-20

THE LITTLE BLACKBOX RESET SWITCH
REVIVE and SAVE all CRASHED BASIC PROGRAMS

even after entering command "NEW"

with aid of included program listing

Saves hours of work in retyping

Resets computer from ANY BASIC program lock-up

Easily installs in USER PORT

Will not void CBM warranty

Saves wear and tear on computer

Diode Protected Circuitry

Lifetime Warranty!

Now only 14.95 CDN (11.95 U.S.)

(LIMITED TIME OFFER!)

Please send check or money order to:

BESCO PRODUCTS

203 - 8060 Granville Ave., Richmond, B.C., Canada V6Y IP4

Ph: 604-278-5115 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Program Checks:
• Electronics

• Speed & disk clamping

• Radial head alignment

• Mechanical stop location

Package Includes:

• True digital alignment disk

• Replacement quiet drive stop

ORDER NOW!

800-762-5645
Hours 10-6 Mon.-Sat.

CARDINAL SOFTWARE

13646 Jefferson Davis Highway

Woodbfidge, VA 22191

MORE
THANJU
THETP
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THE BEGINNER AND THE DISK - PARTY

Or: Things Mother Commodore Never Told You

c 1984 David A. Hook

Barrie, ON

After our one monlli respite, we're back to wrap up some of the disk

handling techniques of interest to beginners. The principal DOS

functions ofNEW and INITIALIZE appeared in Pan I (June); the

Wedge and error handling came in Part II (July); disk LOAD and

SAVE was in the August/September issue; and October's copy

discussed VALIDATE and SCRATCH. That leaves us with

RENAME, COPY and DUPLICATE as the remaining DOS func

tions thai have not been described.

Rename

Let's suppose that you have been slaving away, creating the world's

grealest blackjack game. Along the way. you have had seventeen

stages of development. Because you are a stickler for redundancy,

they're all on a disk, and identified by ihe sequence of names: "BJ

1", "BJ 2" "BJ 17". Now you are ready lo bless the las! version

with ils true moniker: BLACKJACK,

Let's get the disk directory into memory first, to make .sure that this

is the right diskette:

LOAD "$0", 8

>$() or

@$0

CATALOG DO

DIRECTORY DO

(all machines, DrivettO)

(with the Wedge)

(with the Wedge)

(BASIC 4.0 only)

(BASIC 4.0 onlv)

By now you know that the first technique is a BASIC LOAD

command: you did remember to SAVE that program in memory

first, right? list' LIST lo generate the screen display, if you didn't

use the Wedge or BASIC -1.0 commands.

To RENAME the subject program or file, you must use the follow

ing synlax:

OPEN 15, 8, lfi (all machines. DrivettO)

PRINT#15, "RO:BLACKJACK = BJ 17"

CLOSE 15

>RO:BLACKJACK =BJ 17 (Wedge only)

@RO:BLACKJACK= lil 17 (Wedge only)
RENAME "BJ 17", DO TO "BLACK] ACK" (BASIC 4.0 command)

Notice thai I've specified DrivettO after the "R" command, even

though ihis is used on a single disk drive. Be very careful thai the

filenames appear with the new filename first. It's just like BASIC'S

assignment statement "LETA=A+ 1" where the right-hand side is

calculated and assigned to the variable name on the left-hand side.

To complicate the issue, BASIC 4.0 reverses the presentation. The

excuse here is lhat the word "TO" will make it obvious that ihe old

is renamed TO the new filename.

Misspelling of the old filename is quite common, and the disk

error light will merrily blink away at you unless you get it right.

Copy

The main reason for a COPY command is to generate a duplicate

of your valuable program or file. Most people would like that

backup on another diskette. Your single disk drive severely cramps

your style. Even those people who have two 1541's (or 2031's) will

not gain anything. The COPY command cannol transfer from one

"unit" to another.

These limitations do permit you lo add a backup copy to the same
diskette. Of course, this means altering the filename, since dupli

cate names are not allowed in the directory. Using the above

diskelte as an example, we'll make a second copy of (he RENAM Ed

"BLACKJACK" program:

OPEN 15, 8. 1"> (all machines, DrivettO)

PRINT#15,"CO:BJAGK-BU=0:BLACKJACK"

CLOSE 15

>C0:BJACK-BU=O:BLACKJACK (Wedge only)

@C0:BJACK-BU=0:BLACKJACK (Wedge only)

COPY "BLACKJACK". DO TO "BJACK-BU", DO

(BASIC 4.0 command)

The COPY function has made an identical copy of BLACKJACK

and placed it on the same diskette. The new name was chosen to be

BJACK-BU for this copy. The "BU" stands for •backup", a conven

tion thai I frequently use. You'll have to watch out for filenames

exceeding sixteen characters, for both RENAME and COPY.

Eor those lucky folks who can put two disk drives in ihe same place,

the ability to copy files is improved. Two single drives cannot use

Ihis COPY command, since they must have different device numbers.

Well, you might ask, what good are these two disk drives sitting

here, if I can't use them both? Jim Butterfield's COPY-ALL64 is the

solution for you. With two drives, say Device#8 and Devicc#9,

connected ihe program offers you a menu selection from the "source"

disk. It even allows you to formal (NEW) the "destination" disk. If

you waul lo copy programs from more than one source disk, the

program offers that choice when the first one has been completed.

If there isn't room on the destination disk, the program asks if you

have a fresh one—and also allows il to be formatted before the

transfer lakes place. As a further bonus, you can use wild cards and

pattern matching in the selection of files lo be transferred. COPY-

ALL will transfer all types of disk files.

The only preparation you need is to make sure that the two disk

drives have different device numbers (units). If you have made the

permanent hardware address change for one of ihem, then skip the

next paragraph.

The utility disk that came with your 1541 Has a program called

DISKADDRCHANGE. With both drives connected to the system,

make sure one is turned off. LOAD this program into the other

one, RUN il and change il to Device#9. Now power up the other

disk drive, LOAD the COPY-ALLIil into one (remember that it

could be Dcvice#9 now!), and RUN il. Follow ihe prompts and

your copying will proceed forthwith. When finished, turning olf

the power will restore the old device number.

Even if you have but one disk drive, or instead want to make your

backups to tape, don'l get frustrated. Jim Butterfield has again

come to the rescue with UNICOPY. It's available for either PET/CBM

BASIC 4.0 or for the Commodore 64. This program will copy a

disk, with menu selection of programs or sequential files. It offers

the capability to transfer them to another disk or to cassette tape.

The data is temporarily stored in the computer's RAM, which

means thai a full disk isn't going to be copied in one pass. However,

since it offers the directory of the source disk one-at-a-time. you

can get just what you want. One caution is in order here —the

destination disks must be formatted in advance, so be sure to get a

couple ready in advance. Pattern matching and wild cards are

again possible. After one copy is complete, you can make another
backup quickly-just answer yes and insert another destination

disk/lape. If your choice of programs is too big to fit in memory.

ihe screen message "more" indicates you didn't see all the available
continued overleaj
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programs from the source disk. In this case, you musl rcRUN the

program and reinstall the.source disk. Skip the files already copied

as the filenames appear, and start the selections from where you

left off. You cannot copy RELATIVE data files with UNICOPY.

UNICOPY will copy the DOS5.1 program; other machine lan

guage object code lhat doesn't load where BASIC wants it; and

picture files, sprite definitions or character sets that can't be copied

easily. It's a real gem, and fits a very empty spot in the utilities

repertoire.

I would be remiss if I didn't mention the COPY command where

you have a dual disk drive. This is a case where a double drive adds

up to more than two single ones put together. The difference, with

the 4040/8050/8250 or the MSD dual drive, is that both drives

(#l-left, £0-righl on the Commodore drives. On the MSD dual

drive. ttO is on the LEFT and #1 on the RIGHT!) are part of (he

same unit or device. Now we can take advantage of ihe DOS COPY

function.

So, to make a backup copy of our BLACKJACK program, with the

source program in DrivettO, and the destination disk in Driveffl.

we could enter:

OPEN 15. 8, 15 lall machines. DriveffO)

PRINTS 15, "Cl:BLACKJACK=0:BLACKJACK"

CLOSE 15

>C1:BLACK|ACK=O:BLACKJACK (Wedge only)

@C1:BLACKJACK=O:BLACKJACK (Wedge only)

COPY "BLACKJACK". DO TO'"BLACK]ACK". DI
(BASIC 4.0 command)

You will not ice that there's no need to change the program name —

the different disk surface doesn't care about the other one. Lazy

folk like myself may recognize that the destination filename, since

it's the same as the source filename, can be abbreviated. The wild

card symbol will do (lie trick:

OPEN 15.8, 15

PRINTS 15. "Cl:'=0:BLACKJACK"

CLOSE 15

>Cl:-=0:BLACKIACK

:' =0:BLACKJACK

(all machines. DrivettO)

(Wedge only)

(Wedge only)

COPY -BLACKJACK", DO TO "•". Dl (BASIC 4.0 command)

In fact, without using a COPY-ALL version, you can copy the

whole disk in Drive#0 to DriveSl with the commands:

OPEN 15.8, 15

PRINT815, "Cl=0"

CLOSE 15

@ci-o

COPY DO TO Dl

(all machines, Drive#0)

(Wedge only)

(Wedge only)

(BASIC 4.0 command)

Be sure to remember that the destination is on the left of the equals

sign, but appears second if yon have BASIC 4.0 commands to work

with.

Duplicate

The foregoing discussion on dual disk drives leads us to this final

DOS command. If you don't have a dual drive system, then DUPLI

CATE is not available to you. Period. The command allows for an

exact backup of a given disk, much more quickly than a single file

copy program. The syntax would be:

OPEN 15,8, 15

PRINT#15,"D1=O"

CLOSE 15

>DI=0

@Dl=0

BACKUP DO TO Dl

(all machines. DrivettO)

(Wedge only)

(Wedge only)

(BASIC 4.0 command)

A sticker over the write-protect notch of the source disk will guard
against data being written to the wrong diskette. Rather than just

suggest to you that a "write-protect" sticker is a good idea, I insist

that you do it. It"s all too easy to goof, and get the command

backwards-then goodbye forever to the valuable stuff! (Voice of
experience speaking).

It might be worth mentioning that you should not just carry on

after getting an error #2fi (WRITE PROTECT ON). It seems that

the recording head will write something as its next operation. So

remove the diskette and reset the disk drive before resuming.

The examples above denionstrateaduplicateofthedi.sk in DriveftO
being made on to a "blank" disk in Drive* 1. Of course the "blank"

disk could be any one that you don't mind losing the data from. It

certainly will become that shortly!

You could issue the opposite sequence, and put the source disk into

drive 1. fust put yourself into a habil of doing il the same way all

the time, then you are less likely to wreck a valuable disk. (Of

course, the write-protect sticker will rescue lhat. won't it.-").

Letters

I have received several questions.since this column began. Although

I cannot respond personalty to each, here are a few typical ones:

Q. My dealer strongly recommends a head cleaner jar disk maintenance.

What is vuur opinion?J.H.. Ashburn. ON.

A. I've never used one in the six years I've had a disk drive.

Perhaps the heads were cleaned when it was in for service (twice).

As with audio tapes, I'm a believer in the "self-cleaning" properties

offered by the disk jacket, and in using good quality media.

Q. Can our group reprint vour series in our club newsletter? W.E..

Shelby, OH

A. Sorry, no. Although the magazine doesn't show il. I have retained

copyright on the articles. By accepting slightly less remuneration,

I'm hoping to use (he scries in another way in the future.

Q. Several readers have taken issue with my assertion that there is no

easy wav to transfer the Wedge. Each writer has provided a "short"

BASIC program to do the job. COMPUTE! did one a while buck, too.

A. Your programs do work, but I take issue with the general

method. It requires that you know the magic values to POKE into

memory in advance. While these have been published for the

DOS5.1, you are stuck to do it with any other similar type ol file.

Use the copy utilities instead.

Q. How do vou trap a disk error in vour program? E.H.-D.. Roiivn,

A. After each disk access, call the error test subroutine below. Be

sure to open the command channel in your program and leave it

Open, if there are other disk files concerned.

1000 REM DISK ERROR CHECK

1010 REM COMMAND CHANNEL WAS OPENED AS:

1020 REM OPEN 15. 8, 15

10:10 INPUTftlf). EN. EMS. ET, ES

1040 IE EN < 20 THEN RETURN

1050 PRINT "DISK ERROR"; EN; KM$; ET; ES

lOtiO CLOSE 15: END

Other logic can be used if "EN" represents a true error. Here we

just abort the program. You will probably need to CLOSE any

other open files, before you CLOSEI5.

So long until next month, when we will enter the wonderful world

of files. Keep those cards and letterscoming in, through the Editor.
Tl'l <G
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C-64 and VIC 20 Owners

64K and 256K Memory Expansion and Great Software to take full advantage of Expanded

Memory

Call or Write

for Our

New Low Prices

256KC.. Add 256 K bytes of RAM mem

ory to your Commodore 64 and you'll have

power never before available... ever!!!

64KC. - . Both the 256KC and this unit

are paged memory and are completely

compatible with the PBS software listed

above and will give your C-64 the power

the big boys have! Also included with

either memory is RAM DISK software to

use the memory as a disk drive.

Practical Writer. . . This word processing system is menu-driven

and very easy to learn. The program olfers transfer, insert, delete,

search and replace, math capacity, print command file and more.

It will utilize all available memory including the 256K memory

expander.

Practical Speller. . . This spelling checker works

in conjuction with Practical Writer and will work in

a fraction of the time when used with the

expanded memory.

Practical Budget. . . This set of pro

grams offers budget projections, 40 in

come and expense classes, detail reports

by month of income and expenses, year

to date detail analysis, and prior year com

parative statements-

Educational Discount

Available

256 K Byte factory upgrade for your 64KC ... $389.95 This can be added to the 64KC at any time.

64KV... The 64KV memory for the VIC 20 comes with ROM software to enable you to write BASIC programs that exceed 69,000 bytes.

64KVA.. . The 64KVA adapter allows you to use the VIC 20 memory (64KV) on the C-64 Computer.

All products available directly from: B & R Enterprises & Assoc. Inc.

Pefferlaw, ON LOE 1 NO. (705)437-3187

We accept VISA. MC. Checks or Money orders Please add S2.00 shipping and handling or add S5 00 (or COD orders 7% ON Sales Tax.

Dealers inquiries are inviled.

compu-simple simon
PERIPHERALS

Gemini 10X $378.88

Epson RX-80 494.88

Tymac "The Connection" 149-99

Turbo Print Interface 139.99

Turbo Buffer 16K 139.99

Wico Boss Joystick 18.88

Wico Power Grip Joystick 28.88

Wico 3 Way Deluxe 33.99

Power Pad (Graphic Tablet) 78.88

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

Paperclip (Batteries Inc.) 584.99

PFS: File 99.99

PFS: Report 99.99

Home Pack (Batteries Inc.) CALL

Simons BASIC 59.99

Superbase 64 99.99

Superbase French 139.99

Multiplan 89.99

COMPUTE! Books

Mapping the 64 $19.99

Machine Language for Beginners 19.99

Second Book of the 64 18.99

EPYX

Pitstopll $41.99

Impossible Mission 36.99

Breakdance 36.99

World's Greatest Baseball , 36.99

BRODERBUND

Championship Lode Runner $35.99

... Hint Book for above 10.99

Raid on Bungeling Bay 31.99

Castles of Dr. Creep 31.99

OTHERS

Cut Throat (INFOCOM) 49.99

Raid Over Moscow $42.99

Flight Simulator 42.99

INFOCOM Hint Books 10.00 ea.

TO ORDER

Send certified check or money order along with $3.25 to

cover postage and handling (Quebec residents add 9% sales

tax) to COMPU-SIMPLE SIMON, P.O. Box 583, SNOWDON,

Montreal, H3X3T7

JOIN OUR SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERAL DISCOUNTCLUB AND SAVE UPTO 70% ON OUR REGULAR LOW LOW PRICES.

COST TWENTY DOLLARS FOR TWO YEARS. OUR NEW 1985 V2.0 CATALOGUE IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR $1.00.

REFUNDABLE ON FIRST ORDER.
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TPUG COMAL COURSE - Part IV

Borge Christensen

Tender, Denmark

6. HOW TO FIGURE OUT A FIGURE.

Before you start working with this part of the article, you should store VALUE and INTERPRET on disk by using the command;

LIST 10-170 "VALUE+INTERFRET"

If you use a cassette, the following command must be applied:

LIST 10-170 "VALUE+INTERPRET",! device code: 1-tape

The COMAL system is disk -one nied, so default device code is H.

Clear the workspace (NEW) and the screen (press <CLR>) and enter these lines:

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

XX

XXXX

xxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxx xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxx

11 XXXX

XXX

" XXX

11 XX

"XX

"X

"X

xxxxx

xxxx

xxxx

XXX

XXX

XX

XX

X

X

Be careful! Each string must be 24 characters long! And note thai the first item is a string of 24 blanks. String constants must always be

enclosed in double quotes.

Now type REN I'M 5000 to get your delta-wing DATA lines numbered from 5000 to !5210. Type LIST to see that this has really happened,

and then use the command:

LIST"UP DELTA/L" on tape: LIST "UP DELTA/L",1

to store ihf lines for later use.

Re-enter VALUE and INTERPRET by using

ENTER "VALUE+INTERPRET" on tape: ENTER "VALUE + INTERPRETM

Type LIST to check that you have the following in workspace: The function VALUE from 10-90, (he procedure INTERPRET from

100-170. and the DATA statements from 5000 and on. Replace line 130 in INTERPRET with the following

130TEXTS:=TEXT$+CHRS{BYTE)
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Then erase line 1-10 with the DEI. 140 command. Type AUTO 180 and enter ihese main lines:

DIM TEXT* OF 64, THISLINE* OF 24

REPEAT

READ THISLINE*

INTERPRET(THISLINE*)

UNTIL EOD

TEXT*(64:64):=CHR*(O)

DEFINE 1,TEXT*

SETGRAPHIC 0

IDENTIFY O,1

SPRITECOLOR 0,7

SPRITEPOS 0,50,50

Hie program is complete now. Try to RUN it. Ifyou have typed in the correct lines, asmall yellow delta-wingspriteshouldappear on thi
screen with its upper left corner at position (50,50).

A hi-res sprite consistsof 504 pixels arranged in 21 rows of 24 pixels each. Within this frame, a pixel can be ON or OFF. 11 il is ON, it shows

the sprites foreground color: if it is OFF. it shows the present background color, which means that it is invisible.

rhe statesofthe24 pixels inarow issimply represented as 3-8 bits; i.e. 3 bytes. The ON state is indicated bya"r,andtheOFFstatebya"0"
With 21 rows of :t bytes each, you gel ttl bytes. Yet an extra byte, no. 64, is needed, which must he set to zero to signal a hi-res sprite.

\ byte may be represented as a character. This conversion is done by the built-in CHR$ function. Having performed this conversion, tin
64 bytes thai describe a sprite can be stored in a string of (J4 characters, and from then on you can define the sprite by referring to the string
that holds the full description of it. The picture below may prove helpful:

column:

row:

1

9

1-8

TEXT$<1:1)

TEXT$|4:4)

9-16

TEXT$(2:2)

TEXTS(5:5)

21 TEXTS(61:61) TEXTS(62:62)

Let us take a second look at some of the main lines:

17-24

TEXT$(3:3)

TEXTS(6:G)

TEXTS(63:63J

TEXTS:=TEXT$+CHRJ(BVTE)

TF.XT$(64:64):=CHR$(0)

DEFINE l.TEXTS

IDENTIFY 0,1

SPRITECOLOR 0,7

SPRITEPOS 0,50,50

One byie is added as a character

to the string variable TEXTS.

The 64'th character of TEXTS is

signalling a hires sprite.

Sprite no. 1 in the pool of

available sprites is defined.

Acting sprite no. 0 is modelled

after spriie no. 1 from the pool.

The foreground color of acting

sprite no. 0 is set to yellow.

Acting sprite no. 0 is positioned

with its upper left corner at the

point (50,50).

You should be aware of the difference between a sprite that is available in the pool and an actually acting sprite. If you think of the whol
sprite affair as a puppet show, you can have 48 puppets ready in the cupboard, but only 8 of them can act on stage at the same time. Th
DEFINE statement is used to fill up the cupboard with puppets - to hire actors for the show - and the IDF.NTIFY statement is making on

of them ready to act on the stage.

However, the picture is not quite adequate, since more than one acting sprite may use the same definition. But it may be useful to guid
your thinking at the beginning. As you get used to the language your mind will be relieved of these semi-concrete restraints.

continued overleaf
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If your computer is still in graphics mode then press <fl> to return to text mode. By pressing <f3> you can gel hack to graphics mode

again, if you wish to lake an extra look at the delta wing.

We would like to save the text lhai holds the definition of the sprite. Type AUTO 320 and enter this procedure:

PROC SAVESPRITE

OPEN FILE 3,"UP DELTA",WRITE

WRITE FILE 3: TEXT*

CLOSE

ENDPROC SAVESPRITE

Type RUN and wait until the sprite appears on the graphics screen. Then use this direct mode call

SAVESPRITE

and note thai the disk drive starts. Use CAT to check that a sequential data file with the name of "UP DELTA" is now on disk.

Important note. Under revision 0.14 the WRITE FILE statement cannol be used lo store a data file on tape. The OPEN statement nui.st he

replaced by

OPEN FILE 3,"UP DELTA",UNIT l.WRITE

and instead of (he WRITE FILE Statement, this one must be applied:

PRINT FILE 3: TEXTS

Press<fl>lo get back to the textscreen. Then type RENUM and compare your program with the listing which is found in the addendum.

Now cut away the DATA statements by using the command

DEL 370-

and store the rest of the program by typing

SAVE "GEN SPRITES" on tape: SAVE "GEN SPRITES',1

Clear the workspace and the screen and enter these lines:

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

"XXX

XXX

xxxx

xxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxx

xxxx

" XXX

"XXX

Type RENUM 5000 and store the lines using the command

LIST RTDELTA/L'on tape: LIST "RT DELTA/L'M
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Then reload the "GEN SPRITES" program (LOAD "'GEN SPRITES") and list it to see that it has arrived safely in workspace. Allocate the

DATA tines to it by typing

ENTER"RTDELTA/L"on tape: ENTER "RT DELTA/L",1

and LIST again. Rewrite line 320 of SAVESPRITE to become

320 OPEN FILE 3,"RT DELTA",WRITE

and RUN the whole thing. A yellow delta wing headed to the right should appear on the graphics screen, and if that is in order yon can

More the description by tailing SAVESPRITE.

WARNING. Do not forget to change the filename in the OPEN FILE statement. If you forget that, the system will try to store

the new contents of TEXTS under the same name as before. As the OPEN FILE statement stands, this is impossible, and the sad

result is that nothing at all is stored. Deliberate overwriting of files will be dealt with later.

Type CAT to see that you have two delta wings stored: "UP DELTA" and "RT DELTA". And now it is your turn. Using the same

procedure as before, design two more delta wings, one point ing downward and the Other pointing lo I he left. The first one should be stored

in "DN DELTA" and the second one- in "LT DELTA".

Be on your guard with all the loading, saving and linking business. Always give it an extra thought before you LIST something on disk or

tape. Is this really what I need to allocate later on.-" And do not forge! to renumber the lines before storing them. Otherwi.se they may come

in later and overwrite the procedures and mainlines they were supposed to support. In revision '2.00 it is much easier. There you have an

extra command called MERGE that automatically places lines fetched from the disk or tape at the end of the program that resides in

workspace. But for now, we shall have to dream about that —and keep asking COMMODORE!!! VPUO

To He Continued. . .

VIC 20 NOTES
♦OCTOBER MEETING*

At the October VIC 20 meeting, Russ

Groombridge brought some good news for

owners of 1541 disk drives. It seems that

disk drives older than about six months go

out of alignment easily, and realignment is

an expensive job. Commodore has an

nounced a fix that improves the operation

of the head mechanism, and will install the

upgrade for about $70(Cdn). Russ warned

that Commodore Canada will not even look

at a unit that was purchased in the U.S.

Anne Gudz, who is the new announcer for

the VIC 20 group, issued a warning for

members who would like to use the VIC 20

for word processing. When she bought her

printer. Anne wanted a better print quality

than is provided by the 1525, and opted for

a 1526 instead. Now she finds, according to

the technical types at Commodore, that this

printer was not meant to be used with the

VIC 20. A difference in timing causes the

printer to "hang" after about three lines. It

is possible to reset the VIC 20 timer with

POKE67160,0: POKE 67161,1 however, this

fix is wiped out by most M/L or cartridge

W/P programs. Anne is still looking for a

processor that will let her use her printer.

(Editor's Note: For a further suggestion, see

the "Help-Hints" column elsewhere in this

magazine.)

Supercharge Your
Programmn
Add far greater speed and versatility to

your C64J or VIC-201 with Micol

Systems' extraordinary new macro

assembler package - System M2000

Since machine language programs usually run 40-60 times

faster than their BASIC counterparts, this inexpensive package

is like buying a more powerful computer at a fraction of the cost,

A professional system that even the novice will find easy to use,

it assembles kilobyte files in seconds and is one of the most

powerful macro assemblers available.

But it's more than just an assembler. Your programming will be

simplified with such well designed programming tools as a Text

Editor which has all the handy features allowing you to create your

programs easily and a machine language Monitor, a sophis

ticated debugging tool and complete man to machine

language interface.

The package is 100% machine code and fully

copyable for your convenience. Available on disk or

cassette.

Do you already have an Assembler?

II so, you need MICOL MON, the Mighty Machine

Language Monitor — the super debugger from

System M2000, sold separately.

Available for C64 and Apple II on Disk. Priced

lower than most games.

micoL

Available at finer computer outlets. For the dealer

nearest you call:

U.S.A.; Kapri International (818)768-7888

Toll Free 1-800-225-2774

Canada: Access Computer Services (416)736-4402

Toll Free 1-800-268-1238

Micol Systems, 100 Graydon Hall Dr.,

Suite 2301. Don Mills, Ont. Canada M3A 3A9
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The key to the system —

simple but sophisticated

The problem with many computer sytems is that
they can be too complex, too confusing and too

cumbersome. So, when we started to design this

system, we decided it wouldn't fall into any of

these traps.

• Once your records are set-up, the power of the com

puter can be used to manipulate them at the press of a

single key.

• You can store, standard letters together with selected

information. This letter may be sent to one, all or
selected people — you choose.

• The file can be manipulated by a SEARCH feature which

sorts out selected records according to your

requirements.

• The CHANGE KEY feature allows a data file to be

re arranged (sorted) to a different sequence on any

field.

• If you can handle a manual index-card fife, then you

can handle this computer system.

Distributed by

Deafer Enquiries Invited

Suggested List Price

$39.95
10% discount for

TPUG members

705 Progress Avenue. Unit 17

Scarborough, Ontario WITH 2X1

(-116) J31-3200

. STAR TREK

II

The Improved Version

You've seen Version I

Version II adds:

• Better sound

• Improved graphics

• Hi-res features

• More machine code

STAR TREK II club membership S4.00

STAR TREK II game (C-64) S15.00

UFLAND

SOFTWARE

Make cheque, money order payable to:

Dave Neale

Box 1324

MeafordOnt. N0H1Y0

(519)538-1758

Even Spock would find it challenging.

D1SKAUGNER

FOR YOl'R 1541 DISK DRIVE!

Iii less ihan an hour, with just a Phillip* screw

driver and the DISKALIGNER Disk, you can

pin your 1541 back on line, perfectly realigned!

$29.95 Cdn. S24.95 U.S.

(Ontario Residents add 7% Provincial SalesTax)

G.R.Q Marketing Ltd. |

P.O. Box 197;

ThornhiU, Ontario

L3T3N3

In the Toronto area DISKALIGNER

may be purchased at Electronics 2001

5529 Yonge St.. Willowdale, Ontario

M2N 5S3 (416)223-8400

Important message to all

BBS users

The TPUG BBS has

moved again!

The new telephone number is. ,

(416)782-9534

Its operating hours are. . .

24 hours per day.

7 days per week.

The password is. . .

fragile
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MENU HANDLING - Part III

John Easton

Toronto, ON

OK, we've done enough talking. Let's construct an INTRODUC

TORY PAGE and then gather a statistic (that's singular, in defer

ence to our harried editor).

Remember, we bypassed the subroutines with a GOTO 1000 com

mand way back in our setup area, so we'll now construct our

PROGRAM STRUCTURE starling at line 1000. Actually, I usually

prefer to put RKMarks at even module numbers such as 1000 and,

as it's terrible practice to GOTO (or GOSUB) a REM statement,

my common practice would be to GOTO 1010 for a proper target

line.

999 ;

1000 REM ****** PROGRRM STRUCTURE ******

1001 REM *******************************

1010 GOSUB 1001@ : REM TITLE PflGE

1020 GOSUB 11010 : PEM STATISTICS

1999 :

2000 REM ******* LORD HRIN MENU ********

2001 REM *******************************

2010 PRINT VT*-r24::'"CRlv'S: Thank you, now we can be -friends

2020 FOR I = 1 TO 2000 : NEXT

2030 PRINT CL* : PRINT LN*

2040 PRINT "CRVSJ Loading PROGRRM DIRECTORY Please Wait CRVS/OFF3"

2050 PRINT "CRVS3" LN*

2060 POKE KEV..EH : REM ENRBLE LORD BV RE-ENRBLING STOP-KEY

2070 LORD "DIRECTORS"1,0

2080 END

2970 :

19000 REM ********** TITLE PRGE *********

10001 REM *******************************

18010 PRINT CL* : REM CLERR SCREEN

10920 :

19030 :No+e - pr i n± your- wh i z-bang t it le page

10090 :

10100 GOSUB 300 : REM SPRCE - BRR PROMPT

10110 RETURN

10120 :

11000 REM ********** STRTISTICS **********

11001 REM ********************************

11910 PR I NT CL* ; VT* < 2 > .: " To s«t i s-fy my i nsat i ab le

11020 PRINT "would you |o lease indicate the area you"

11930 print "represent -" : print LN*

1104© PRINT VT*<8> , "CRVS] l.CRVS/OFF] New-found land"

"CRVS1 2. CRVS/OFFH Nova. Scotia."

"CRVS: 3.CRVS.0FF1 Hew Brunsuiick"

CRVS/OFFJ";

cur i OS i ty r "

11050 PRINT

11060 PRINT

**** and so

11170 PRINT

on up to

, "CRVS^12- CPVS/OFF3 Vukor. Territories"

11180 PRINT , "CRVS313.CRVS/OFF1 Other"

11190 PRINT VT*C24>J"CRVS3 PLERSE SELECT RPPRDPRIRTE # 1 TO 13

11200 GOSUB 400 : REM DOUBLE-GET

11210 IF R < 1 or R > 13 THEN PRINT BEL$ : GOTO 11016

crvs/off:11 ;

11220 POKE 334,

11230 RETURN

*** Note - our -first 'pigeonhole' is -filled with data..

continued overleaf
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MAIN MENU PROGRAM

Now that we've successfully loaded the DIRECTORY program

from inside the BOOT program (an operation .sometimes called

'chaining') we'll discover that the computer still thinks it's running

the original BOOT program, complete with its artificially high

End-of-BASIC pointer. What's more, we've still preserved STRING

VARIABLES by means of concatenation to an area way up at top of

memory. One aspect ol this DYNAMIC LOAD that we've just

performed is that the program automatically proceeds to the start

of BASIC and RUNs.

With that in mind, we might as well include our standard subrou

tines at the start of this new Directory Program plus any other

housekeeping stuff.

0 REM ******** DIRECTORY ************

10 PRINT CL*:POKE 59468,14iPRINT CHR*C14>

**** Note.- no te 1 ling where you might be coming -from., so let's c lean up the

screen

IF C=64 THEN 30

REM STOP KEY - ROM 4

REM EXIT - ROM 4

20 POKE 50003,64:C=PEEK<50003>

39 KEV=144:EN=85:DI=EN+3

REM STOP KEV '64

REM EXIT '64

: REM DISRBLE STOP KEV

i REM SKIP SUBROUTINES

40 EX = 64730

50 GOTO 110

60 :

89 KEV=78@:EN=49:DI=EN+3

30 EX = 64738

100 :

110 POKE KEY .,01

130 DIM D<75>:COUNT = 1

140 GOTO 1005

145 :

150 PRINT VT*<22>" * NOTE IHFORMRTIOH NOT RVRILRBLE * "

160 PRINT " Please make another choice ":PRINT BEL*

170 FOR I = 1 TO 2O80 : NEXT

ISO PRINT VT*<22> BL*:PRINT BL$

190 ON FL GOTO 101S.,20010..30010 : REM RETURN TO CURRENT MENU

200 :

to INSERT STRNDRRD SUBROUTINES

999 :

1090 REM ****** PROGRRM STRUCTURE ******

1001 REM *******************************

1005 IF VRL-'FL*:- THEN FL=VHL<FL*> :QN FL GOTO 1010^20010^30010

**** Note line 1005 is on\y accessed on program entry.

I-f you have been here previously., you will be directed to

the last menu you accessed.

1010 GOSUB 10010 : REM MRIN MENU

1020 GOSUB 400 : REM DOUBLE-GET

1036 FL=1 :FL*=STR*<FL"> : REM SET MENU FLRG

1040 IF R = 0 THEN 2610 : REM EXIT

1050 IF fl > 12 THEN PRINT BEL* : GOTO 1926

1060 POKE S36 + fl., COUNT : COUNT = COUNT + 1

1070 ON R GOTO 20010.,30010,150,150., 150., 150,150., 150., 150., 150., 150., 150

1100 :

1119 GOSUB 406 : FL = 2 : FL* = STR*-:FL>

1129 IF R = 0 THEN 1910 : REM PREVIOUS MENU

1130 IF R > 12 THEN PRINT BEL* : GOTO 1110

1140 POKE 349 + R COUNT

1150 IF R > 2 THEN 150

1160 GOTO 4010

1200 :

1210 GOSUB 400 : FL = 3

122G IF fl = 0 THEN 1018

COUNT = COUNT + 1

REM ONLY 2 CHOICES THIS EXRMPLE

FL* = STR*<FL>

REM PREVIOUS MENU

1230 IF fl > 8 THEN PRINT BEL* : GOTO 1219

1240 POKE 862 + fl., COUNT : COUNT ■ COUNT + 1
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*** or however- many

I>

2,8,2,"llDRTfl FILE,fl":GOTO 2116

REM fiPPEND DRTR RECORDS ON DRIVE ONE

1250 IF fl > THflN 2 THEN 150

1259 GOTO 6910

1260 :

2300 REM ************ EXIT *************

2001 REM *******************************

2010 PRINT CL*SPRINT VT*<93>

2020 PRINT LN*

2030 PRINT THBW'THRNK VOU FOR VOUR INTEREST1

2040 PRINT TflB<7>" COME RGRIN
2050 PRINT "CRVS3" LN*

2060 FOR I = 1 TO 74 :

o-f data you're collecting.

2070 : D<I> = PEEK <S33 +

2980 NEXT I

2090 IF C < 160 THEN OPEN

2100 RPPEND#2,"DflTfi FILE",D1

2110 FOR I = 1 TO 74

2120 : PRINT#2,D<I>*CHR*<13>;

2139 NEXT I

2140 PRINT#2^"*" : CLOSE 2

2150 FL* = "" : REM HULL MENU FLRG

2160 POKE KEV,EN : REM ENflBLE LORD

2170 LORD "BOOT".,8

2130 :

4000 REM **** PROGRRM LORD MODULES *****

4001 REM *******************************

4010 POKE KEV,EN : REM ENflBLE LORD

4020 PRINT "CHOME] BL* : PRINT BL* : PRINT "CHOME3"

4030 OH R GOTO 4110,4210

4040 :

4110 PRINT " Loading > PURPOSES < Please uiait "

4120 LORD "PURPOSES"..3

4210 PRINT " Loaclirig > OPERRTIOH < Please ujai-t "

4220 LORD "0PERRTI0NS".,8

6010 POKE KEY,EH

6020 PRINT "CHOMED BL* : PRINT BL$ : PRINT "CHOME]"

6030 OH R GOTO 6119, 6210 ***** etc.

o

Q

AH WERE Tom TO
THE TVPICfiL
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USING THE USER PORT - Part II
David Williams

Toronto, ON

Joining the Construction Industry

In the first article of this .series, I discussed how one user port on

Commodore computers is programmed. In the remainder of the

series, I intend to discuss various kinds of hardware which you can

build and connect to the user port of your computer. I suspect thai

this is a topic which causes many of you some unease. It is an

interesting fact about many computer users that they are perfectly

comfortable in writing software for their systems but are very shy

of attempting to build hardware.

Perhaps the problem is the realization lliat, while software can be

written with virtually no financial investment (apart from the cost

of the disks or tapes on which to store il), hardware inevitably costs

money. Tools and equipment have to be bought, and every circuit

you build consumes components which have to be purchased.

However, the expense really is not great. The tools which are

needed to make the circuits I will discuss would cost a total of well

under a hundred dollars and should last indefinitely. The compo

nents would cost even less— maybe $20 or $30— and can, if you feel

it is worth the effort, be recycled from one circuit which has served

iis purpose to the next one you are building. Surely these figures

should not daunt someone who has already spent at least several

hundred dollars on a computer system I

Maybe another fear is that of doing some serious damage —causing

smoke to pour out of your computer, maybe even burning down

your house! Indeed it is possible, with enough perverse deter

mination, to do these things, but disasters of this magnitude are far

more likely to happen as results of accidents while cooking in the

kitchen than from any while constructing electronic hardware.

Getting Equipped

Before you can start designing and building hardware, it is vital

that you get to know the elementary facts of electricity and electronics.

If you have taken high-school physics, you should already know

such things as Ohm 's Law. If you don't. I strongly suggest that you

obtain a physics text book and learn what il has to say. The space

available for this article is nowhere near sufficient for me to explain

such things as volts, amperes, ohms, farads, the various metric

prefixes and the resistor colour code. I will have to assume that you

already know about them.

Various pieces of equipment are well nigh indispensable lo a

hardware builder. Some simple tools such as pliers and wire-

cutters are obvious necessities. Less obvious is the need for some

kind of optical aid. Modern electronic components are so small

that working with them often requires manipulations to be carried

out on a scale which is too small to be comfortably seen with the

naked eye —even by someone with good eyesight. I recommend

having both a hand-held magnifying lens and a jeweller's eyepiece.

The eyepiece is more awkward to use, but it has the advantage of

leaving both hands free. Of course, magnification is of little use

unless plenty of light is available. A well-illuminated work area is a

necessity.

Note that I have not mentioned a soldering iron as an essential

tool. By using devices such as plug-in development boards (which

I will describe later), it is possible to build circuits which work

reliably without using "permanent" wiring techniques such as

soldering or wire-wrap. Although I own soldering irons, and can

use them quite competently, I find that they are rarely, if ever,

useful in the development of simple hardware.

One vital lool which I have not yet mentioned is a "multimeter" —an

electrical meter which can be switched to measure voltages, cur

rents and resistances, all of these over wide ranges of magnitude. It

is virtually impossible to do any intelligent work with electronic

hardware without being able to measure these vital electrical

quantities. Of course, more complex equipment such as an oscillo

scope can be used for this purpose, but a multimeter is usually

adequate and is much cheaper.

Electronics stores usually stock a wide variety of multimeters. The

simplest and cheapest consist of electro-mechanical meters — which

have needles which move across scales — and are set up to measure

different quantities by plugging connecting leads into various

combinations of terminals. These meters are quite inexpensive

— often less than 520 — but tend to he awkward to use because of the

need to fiddle with connecting leads. More sophisticated instruments,

costing around $50, also have electro-mechanical meters, but use

multi-position rotary switches to select the various functions. They

are also usually protected against accidental overloads, which is a

very valuable feature. Even more elaborate meters have digital

displays, with no mechanical moving parts, and are built very

strongly to withstand the rigours of everyday use by servicemen.

They can cost several hundred dollars. The choice of how much to

spend and what type of meter lo buy is yours. All I will tell you is

ihui my own meter is one of the belter electro-mechanical types.

Consumable Supplies

The tools 1 have already mentioned should last indefinitely. There

are also things which hardware builders need which, either from

wear and tear or because they become incorporated permanently

into circuits, need occasional replacement.

Among these are dip-leads—those handy pieces of insulated wire

with alligator clips on both ends. I recommend that you go to an

electronics store and buy at least a packet of ten. with insulation in

assorted colours. You may think that they will last for ever, but

experience shows that the clips lend lo fall off eventually. If you

have a soldering iron, you can put them back on. Otherwise, just

buy new leads. They're cheap.

I strongly recommend that you get some kind of development

board on which to build your circuits. The ones I use are those

which are sold by Radio Shack. Figure 4 is a photograph of one of

them with a small circuit built upon il. The wires from the elec

tronic components are simply plugged into holes in the top surface

of the board. Beneath this surface, a set of sprung metal contacts

grip the wires. The contacts beneath rows of adjacent holes are

connected together, so that wires which are plugged into holes in

any one row are "connected together. Quite complex circuits can

thus be built simply by plugging the components into the board.

Modifying and debugging the circuits are obviously very easy.

When a circuit has been finalized, the components can in theory be

moved to a printed circuit board and soldered in place, thus

releasing the development board for re-use. In practice, however,

many people prefer to leave their circuits on development boards

lor long periods so as to keep the potential for easy modification.

This also avoids the trouble of moving all the components and the
need to solder them. However, it also means that new develop

ment boards have lo be bought.
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Even on development boards, il is sometimes necessary to connect

together points which aretoodistant to allow the components to be

plugged into the same row of holes. Pieces of insulated single-

strand wire with bared ends can be used to connect different rows

together. I recommend having plenty of single-strand wire with

various colours of insulation. Using wires of different colours is a

very useful way lo avoid confusion.

Power Supplies

Many circuits which you are likely lo want to conned to the user

port of your computer will need more power than can be obtained

from the computer itself. They will need some kind of external

power supply. My own preference is to use supplies which are

unlikely to cause any damage even if they are accidentally con

nected directly to pins on the user port. In other words, I use my

choice of a power supply— especially the voltage il produces—as

one ofmy lines ofdefence against causing accidental damage lo my

computer. Bearing in mind thai the user port is designed to accept

voltages between 7,ero and 4-5 volts. I would therefore NOT choose

to use a 24-volt transformer as a power supply! Sometimes I use a

li-volt lantern battery. Six volls is slighlly higher than the recom

mended maximum for the user port, and I would not deliberately

put this whole voltage into the computer. However, experience

shows thai the port is unlikely to be damaged by a brief applicat ton

of six volts, and. since 5-volt batteries are not made. I have to take

the risk. More often, I use one of those adapter plugs which are

used for such purposes as recharging pocket calculator batteries

from the A.C. supply. These are checked for safety by official

regulatory bodies (the Canadian Standards Association, in Canada),

and provide supplies ofdirect current which are very well isolated

from the A.C. However, unless they are being used to produce

their maximum rated currents, they frequently produce somewhat

higher voltages than those which are marked on them. I suggest

that you measure the actual voltage which any of these adapters

produces before using it. One which I often use is rated at 4.5 volts.

It actually produces nearly six volts. I have another (which I do Tiot

use on user-port circuits) which is rated at six volts. Il produces

more than nine volts!

Incidentally, the last paragraph may not be fully applicable out

side North America. Batteries and A.C adapters vary from place

to place around the world. However, the general principles remain

the same. Overseas readers should use them to choose among

whatever power supplies are available to them.

Electronic Components

I laving obtained tools, development boards, power supplies and

plenty of connecting wire, you still lack some vital items —the

actual electronic components out of which to build your circuits.

Beginners at hardware construction often make a serious mistake

when buying components. They design a circuit (or find one which

someone else has designed), count up exactly what parts it needs.

and go to an electronic store to buy just those components. By

buying items in ones and twos, they pay high unit prices for them

(the prices may still be only a few cents per item, but they add up if

a circuit requires tensor hundreds of components). When they get

home, they almost inevitably make a minor mistake, ruining a

component, and find themselves having to make another trip lo

the store to replace a five-cent resistor. II the circuit fails to work

perfectly first lime (home-designed hardware rarely does), they

decide to make a few minor changes, necessitating further (rips to

the store. If this happens in an evening or during a weekend, a long

delay may be needed before the replacement components can be

bought. The tedium and frustration which this involves often

causes people quickly lo lose all their enthusiasm for building

hardware.

I strongly recommend any novice hardware builder to invest in an

inventory of components. Many electronic stores sell such things

as bags of assorted resistors. Buy them! The price per resistor will

be far lower than itwould if you bought them all individually, and

you will have all those components to play with when you want lo

modify or debug a circuit. Similarly, bags of mixed low-voltage

electrolytic capacitors and the like are often well worth buying.

Semiconductor components are also worth obtaining in quantily.

Stores such as Radio Shack sell plastic packs containing several

dozen general-purpose transistors (the ubiquitous 2N2222 is a prime

example) or diodes such as the IN914. Buying these packs has

several advantages overbuying the components individually. The

unit price is lower. Replacement components are available if you

damage one or find that you have a "dud" (yes. it does happen

sometimes). Very importantly— the pack almost always carries a

diagram showingwhich wire or pin on the component goes to each

internal connection point. I know many true horror stories in

which hardware novices have been badly misled by ignorant sales

people who wrongly instructed them about the connections on

components which they were buying individually.

Figure 4 Photo by Roberto Portolese

Of course. I am not suggesting that you should go out and buy vast

quantities of expensive integrated circuil chips. If you are build

ing a circuit which uses complex I.C.'s. you would probably be well

advised to buy them individually. However, this is not an issue

which a beginner is likely to have to consider. The circuits which

beginners might reasonably want to build —and most of those

which I make —consist of discrete components, without complex

chips.

The Effects of a Component Inventory

I once worked in the electronics workshop of a TV station. The

walls of the room were lined with little drawers containing a vast

assortment of components. It was wonderful! Virtually any type of

part which had ever been incorporated into TV-related equip

ment was available from our slock. Working from a circuit diagram.

we could build any circuit with exactly the parts which the diagram

specified, which were almost always to be found in the drawers.

It is unlikely that any hobbyist —certainly not a beginner— would

have such an extensive inventory as this. With the inventory which

I have at home, for example. I quite often find that I donol have all

the exact components which are specified in a circuit diagram. I

then have two choices —to go out and buy the components or to try

usingolherswhich arc similar, but not identical, to those specified.

Sometimes I try the second choice and find that il doesn't work. I

then have to go and buy the parts anyway. In short, having a

limited inventory of components does not eliminate the need lo

buy parts individually when building circuits which have been

designed by other people. It docs, however, greatly reduce the

number of parts which have to be so bought.

continued overleaf
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Circuits which you design yourself arc different. It is very often

possible to design a circuit louse only the parts which are available,

even if they are from quite a limited collection. A hardware enthu
siast who designs his own circuits has mm h more freedom than one

who does not. Kven if his inventory of components is quite small,

he can usually find someway oi making a circuit which,does what

he wants. This is the main reason why almost all the circuits which

I build are ones which I have designed myself, and why I would

recommend all would-be hardware hobbyists to learn enough

about electronics to enable them to design their own circuits.

Doing so is also much more fun. It's like writing a computer

program, as opposed to merely typing-in one which someone else

has written.

To Be Continued. .

In The Next Article. . .

This has- been a somewhat "bitty" installment—stuff you should

know before you start building circuits. Next time, we'll look at the

functions of some electronic components and start discussing how-

to put them together to make useful hardware. TPUG

ENVOY 100 MESSENGER SERVICE
David Howell

Cambridge, ON

If the cost of "reaching out and touching someone" is getting you

down, there is a new service provided by Mother Hell with which

you should become accustomed. The Bell ENVOY 100 Messenger

service is a North American-wide network providing both elec

tronic mail and message transfer capabilities. Best of all. it is being

offered to the home user at a very affordable rate of If).(H) per

month.

The Electronic Mail Function (ENVOYPOST) is my prime use for

ENVOY. My parents have retired to Florida and I am running a

management business for them in their absence. Some of the corre

spondence has taken as much as six weeks to reach its destination.

Telephone calls to the sunny south are very expensive. Canada

Post's Priority service costs nearly $-10.00 to send a letter thai far.

ENVOY seemed worth a try when I saw the exhibit at the Computer

Show.

Two months later, I remain convinced that it was a good move. I

can now send letters of up to two pages to Florida and usually get

nexl day delivery if entered into the system by 8:00 pm. Only once

did it take longer than two days, when sent on a Thursday, before a

long weekend. The messages are sent via phone lines to a major

centre post office, dumped onto a printer and physically placed in

an envelope and given 'priority' mail service. In this way. even

non-computer people can benefit from ENVOY. If the delivery is

for a Canadian destination, letters can be up to four screen pages

and there are two delivery modes; Regular and Special (same day)

Delivery.

For a more immediate transfer of more confidential data, there is

an auto-delivery mode much like the TELEX system. This requires

that your computer be on-line in aulo answer mode. There is an

added charge for this service.

The purpose of ENVOY is to move steps closer to a "paperless

office". It offers all the features found in a conventional place of

work.

Mailbox: All of your private messages are stored here. You have

your own security code and sole access lo them.

Workspace: From your electronic desk you can create, answer,

forward or modify messages.

Saved Area: You can file things here lo be saved for later use or

destroyed at a given lime.

Bulletin Board: General interest items are posted here.

Public Area: Directories and distribution lists are stored hero.

Purged Area: Round file area. Things are temporarily placed here

for 24 hours in case you decide you want them back.

Whether you choose the message mode (COMPOSE), or the Elec

tronic Mail mode (COMPOSE ENVOYPOST), ihe creation and

editing of ihe messages is the same. At this point. ENVOY becomes
a word processor, with features typical of any professional software.

The only exception is that each 80-character line must end with a

carriage return.

One can expect lo pay handsomely for a service which offers so

much. This is where you will likely be surprised. As I mentioned

initially, for the home user, the cost is five dollars ($5.00) per

month plus the user charges. These are based on units of use called

kilocharacters" which represents 1000 characters. The cost per

kilocharactcr is thirty cents. You should be aware that you are

charged for EVERYcharacter which appears on your screen.

The ENVOYPOST part of the system is very reasonable, as well. A

letter to the U.S. has a flat rate of $1.60, no matter how long, but not

exceeding two screen pages. Each address for the same message

adds five cents lo this price, as well as your kilocharacter charges.

Therefore, a one-screen-page letter to the United Stales would

cost:

Flat Rate: $1.60

Address : @$0.05

Kilocharacter: ®W.3O (send)

Kilocharacter: (s>$0.:i0 (receive)

The total is approximate, since it depends

on your typing skills.

approx.total$2.2.r>

REMEMBER . .

YOU PAY FOR EVERYTHING YOU INPUT OR

RECEIVE FROM THE SYSTEM. THIS INCLUDES

TYPING, VIEWING, EDITING AND ALL CONTROL

COMMANDS.

There are two exceptions to the character charge. When a message

is sent to you from the system's co-ordinator, you get a free read

and free storage for a week. For all other messages, there is a charge

of $0.(H)5 per day fora Ike message. If you can't afford this fifteen-

cent-a-month charge, then you can always save your messages on

paper!
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As I mentioned before, you pay to input or receive anything from

the system. When 1 signed on, I was offered at-home training but I

couldn't see the need for bringing someone ^ixly miles to teaih me

what I could probably figure out myself. There is a price to pay for

trying to be independent. ENVOY oilers some on-line training

documents which I requested and, as you might have guessed, had

to pay for as well. My suggestion is to swallow your pride and take

the help. The cost didn't break me. but I wouldn't have tried so

many experiments, either, bad I known I was on my own.

The only unsuccessful experiment I tried was uploading word

processor (PaperClip) files into ENVOY. After so many lines oi file

loading, the DATAPAC re-enter sign appears, at which point

nothing more is transmitted to ENVOY. Mother ISell Envoy's boys

are currently looking into this.

Corporate users are certainly able to benefit from this system, as

well. The cost for a company is $20.00 per month, including the

administrator, plus S3.00 per user ID under the company name.

Ideally, if all users in a large corporation were very fluent in their

ENVOY use, much time and paper saving could be realized. The

managers of respective companies can best judge tins for themselves.

My bill for the first month was $55.00. It breaks down like this:

Initial one time start-up fee $25.00

Monthly Rate @ S5.00 + one month in advance $10.00

Usage (70 kc) (approx) $21.00

Taxes (approx) $ 2.00

The figures don't add up, since the statement included seven pages

of itemized and cross-referenced information, so it was hard to

determine what was included where.

ENVOY lives up to its promise of being a relatively inexpensive,

yet reliable messenger and mail service, as well as being easy to

use. There were more than 10,000 users at the beginning of 1984. a

number which is growing steadily. Future plans include extension

of the messenger service to all of North America. 1 would hope,

too, that future customers will have a choice between accepting

Bell's offer of training or being given an amount of free kc's to do

their own. Also, it would be useful to have (in addition to the

on-line directory) a printed ENVOY directory, much like the phone

book, to list all corporate and private users. In this period of

expansion, however, this would not be very practical.

ENVOY will never replace "reaching out and touching somone",

but there are many things it can do as well or better. It is indeed

worth a long look. TPl'G

SPP Statistics For Personal Computers

SPP (Statistics for Personal Computers), a sophisticated

statistical software package, is available for Commodore

4000,8000,64 series and IBM PC, and soon will be for

Victor 9000.

The package is menu-driven and includes in part

descriptive statistics; cross-tabulations; correlation;

linear, cubic and quadratic regression; multiple

regression; one-way and two way ANOVA (unbalanced

if desired); as well as non-parametric statistics.

Data can be displayed in the form of histograms, scatter

plots, normal probability plots, box diagrams and tables.

Excellent data-editing, transformation, selection and
manipulation facilities. Up to 100 variables per case,

missing values supported throughout. Fast: compiled
BASIC.

SPP was authored by Mr. Patrick Royston, of London,
England. (Masters Degree in Statistics, and Master in
Information Science).

SPP for PET and 8000 series $500.00

(100 variables, # of cases limited to disk space)

SPP for 64 j $350.00

(same limits as for PET)

SPP JR (for 64 only) $100.00

(20 variables, 100 cases, but otherwise same as SPP for 64)

Manual only $20.00

SPP JR to SPP 64 upgrade $230.00

NOTES:

1. All prices in Canadian Funds

2. Dealer inquiries welcome

3. Special prices for multiple copies to educational

institutions

4. SPP PET requires cassette port dongle

5. Add $10.00 for shipping REGISTERED 1ST CLASS MAIL

$5.00 for ordinary 1ST CLASS MAIL

kobetek systems limited

1113 Commercial Street.

New Minas. Nova Scotia.

Canada B4N 3E6
(902) 678-9800

THKNKS FOR VJR\TIN

fOR

\ GOT AM T'ON IT.

TEfXCHER ttU5T

FOUND OUT V0U \M$l \T

KN0VJ5 / DON'T
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USER GROUP PRESENTATIONS

Jim Butterfield

Toronto, ON

Copyright 1984Jtm Butterfield. Permission to reprint is herebygranted,

provided this notice is included in the reprinted material

Most observers classify computer users into three generation groups:

beginners, intermediates and experts. Ii's a little like the school

grading system. When you have successfully mastered grade I,

you may move on to grade 2, and so on,

There's some justification tor this scheme. Obviously, a user must

learn fundamentals before proceeding to more complex areas. I[

you don'i know how lo turn the machine on. you can'l type in a

program. If you can't type in a program, you can't run it. The first

stages seem quite clear.

A number oi questions arise about such a scheme. Should the

various groups be segregated, so thai a beginner may not partici

pate in "expert" subjects, and vice-versa? Should club.s and user

groups promote themselves from beginnerclubs to advanced clubs

as members gain experience? And arc ihe lines of demarcation

really that clear?

I can recall being a! a TPUG meeting where presentations were

under way. Some presentations are exciting and interesting, whereas

others are . . . well, not quite so exciting and interesting. At the

time, a younger member was outlining how to scratch files. Until

just before that time, the poor fellow had to buy a new disk every

time he filled one up; he didn't know how to remove the files he

didn't need any more. To him. the discovery of the fact thai files

could be scratched was a marvellous and novel thing. And perhaps

lhat was [rue for a lew of the attendees.

I was standing near a clever young man who had written a good

number ol programs. "I won't come to any more meetings," he

said. "I know all lliis stuff and these presentations do nothing for

me."

I didn't know what to reply. Certainty, if he hoped that every

meeting would be on an advanced technical plane, he would be

doomed to disappointment. I wondered: is this the only reason

thai members attend meetings? To obtain technical advancement?

Surely there must he other reasons. What about social aspects?

How about swapping notes on the performance of programs and

peripherals? And surely there is pleasure in showing others how to
do something new, even if the information flows only one way.

It seems lo me thai there will be some members who will never be

saiisfied with a program. They want to be entertained and edu

cated in the same way they would expect if they went to a movie-,

theatre or trade school. The fact is that clubs are not made up of

professional entertainers; they use volunteer help and must do the

best they can. The same is true of software distributed by dubs:

most of it is nol professional work but is simply contributed pro
grams written by members.

There is a need to police presentations (and soflware). of course.

I'm all in favour of the beginner's "show-und-tell" presentation.

There may be information of interest to others, it may entertain

and it will be good for the member to gain presentation skills. But

there's a limit. A member who has used ihc sound features of a

computer to make the sound of a duck quacking has a good two-

minute presentation to make which will inform and entertain. A

half-hour speech on the same subject would be tiresome to all ...

the presenter would he a dead duck.

. . . the presenter would be a dead duck . . .

Magazines, newsletters and clubs often make a simple mistake.

They think that everyone has been around from the beginning and

remembers everything that has happened. Some ot us start late

— magazines have new readers, clubs have new members —and

don't know things lliat may have gone before. Some of us forget.

The idea that we never need to repeat a simple concept hut tan go

on to the next one in sequence can be deadly. One of the great

killer phrases in articles and speeches is: "As you know ..."

Thai's parl oi the fallacy oi "advanced- groups". There's always

something simple and apparently obvious lhat many of the group

members don't know. There's the programmer who writes nice

graphic animations but who has never discovered that holding

down SHIFT and then pressing RETURN lakes you lo the next

line without without "actioning" the previous line on the screen.

There's 1 he student who joins an advance machine language course

who knows how to write a binary multiplication routine but cannot

clear the computer's screen.

I don't mind users grouping together to study advanced topics

— I'm all in favour of it — but I hope that no group gets the-idea that

"dumb people can't join in". There are beginners who would like

to listen in just to see if they can catch any of it, or lo learn a few

good buzzwords with which to impress their friends. Some mav

want to go to ask advice; for example, what would be a good study

route to catch up with the more advanced users?

I have this vision of an expert-level group in which most of the

members might be scared to ask a question. After all, it might be a

dumb question and then they'd be kicked out of the group!

Personally, I find that others tell me a great deal lhat I don't know.

I gasp with astonishment when Mike Todd plugs some custom

hardware into a -1040 disk and displays the contents ol a disk

hack —every bit mapped out for inspection. I'm amazed when I get

a phone call from Tulsa asking: "How come typing a line number

of ;jl»0800 causes the computer to crashr1" And I'm impressed when
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random POKEing by an English schoolboy turns up the fact thai

(on the VIC 20 and Commodore 64) POKE 22,35 causes programs

to list without Line numbers.

I support the idea of special interest groups—some of which have

"level" implications. But any club should .still provide a forum for

intermingling of users at all levels. Beginners can ask questions.

Experts can show off their knowledge. People with missions can go

after the specific information they need.

When you can do it, it's best to appeal to a cross-section of levels.

Even if you're talking about an elementary concept, you can often

dress it up within an interesting program. Sometimes you can

demonstrate theconcept in an amusingway. Remember—computers

are fun! II you have a chain e to make a presentation, try to keep ihe

idea oi lun in there .somewhere. Tl'l'C

Forecasting with the 8032 - Part V

John Shepherd

Islington, ON

The TPUG February PET disk. (P)T6, contains four programs

which can be used to project historical data into the future. The

process is called time series analysis. The first four parts in this

series of articles ( 'TPUG Magazine, May, June, July and October)

defined some of the forecasting terminology and concepts, and

.showed how to use the first three of these programs.

Exponential Smoothing

Tlie fourth and last program on the disk, "forest cxp.8", uses a

forecasting technique called exponential smoothing. In our last

article we saw how a simple-moving-average of N prior periods

could be used to generate a forecast. In such a forecast each of the N

prior "demand items" carries an equal weight in the calculation of

the moving average or the forecast. An exponentially smoothed

forecast is similar to a moving average forecast except that a

"smoothing constant" is used to give the heaviest weight to the

most recent data, and progressively less weight to older data. Such

a procedure often produces improved forecasts that are more

responsive to changes in the data pattern.

This smoothing constant is called alpha (we will use the symbol "a"

itl our equations). Theoretically il can vary from zero to one.

Simple Exponential Smoothing

For simple-exponential-snioolhing, the following formula is used

to calculate the forecast:

F = SC = a'YC

where,

(l-a)*SP

F is the forecast for whatever lead time is chosen

SC is the "smoothed value" for the current period

a is the smoothing constanl

YC is the demand for the current period

SP is the "smoothed value" for the prior period

It can be shown that the smoothed value SC is a weighted average

of all prior historical data. The weights decline exponentially with

lime, and this is why the procedure is called exponential smoothing.

Double Exponential Smoothing

We saw in the last article in this series that simple-moving-averages

always lag a trend in the data. In a similar manner, forecasts

generated from simple-exponeniial-smoothing will also lag a trend.

The lower the value for alpha, the greater will be the lag, because

of a heavier weighting for the older data. For this reason, "double-

exponenlial-smoothing" is always used where the data shows a

pronounced trend.

Fordouhlc-exponcntial-smootiiing, the following tormula is used

to calculate the forecast that is corrected for a linear trend:

E - SC*(2 + M)-DC'(1 + M) ■

where.

F = the lorecast

SC = a'YC + {l-a)*SP and is the current period simple smoothed

value

M =a'LT/(l-a)

DC = a*SC + (1-a)* DP and is the current period double smoothed

value

a = alpha, the smoothing constant

YC = the demand for the current period

SP — the simple smoothed value for the prior period

DP = the double smoothed value for the prior period

Triple Exponential Smoothing:

Triple exponential smoothing can be used if the data seems to have

a non-linear or quadratic trend. The formulas are somewhat more

complex, and are not reproduced here, although the model is

available as an option in the program.

Choice of Smoothing Constant

As alpha increases, the most recent data carries more weight, but
the system responds more readily to random variations in demand.

If alpha is made equal to one, the forecast is identical to the naive

model (Part IV. TPl 'G Magazine October). As alpha is decreased,

the older data carries more weight, and the forecast becomes less

responsive- to sudden "step" changes in the current data.

Generally, alpha for simple exponential smoothing should be

between 0.01 and 0.30. If the results of a set of trials indicate an
optimum value greater than 0.30, then some other more appropri

ate forecasting model should be considered. Alpha for double

exponential smoothing should be between .01 and .Hi and for

triple exponential smoothing should be between .01 and .11.

Some exponential smoothing models automatically increase, the

alpha smoothing constanl if the relative amount of forecast error

experienced also increases. This makes the model more sensitive

to step changes in the data. The alpha is later automatically decreased

as the forecast error is subsequently reduced. An "error tracking

signal" is generated each time the lorecast is calculated, and this

signal is itself exponentially smoothed using a smoothing constant

called "gamma". This procedure is called "adaptive smoothing".

Program "forest exp.8"

continued overleaf
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Load "forest exp.8" and run it. As we saw for the moving average

program, the name of the data file is asked for first. Load "forest

data.8",our record of five years" monthly beer sales. The program

next asks for the forecast lead time. Let's say 2 months.

Ne.\t choose one of four forecasting models; simple, double or

triple exponential smoothing, or the naive model. For our data,

let's try the double exponential smoothing alternative, and elect to

adjust for seasonality, because we know (hat the data shows a stong

cyclical pattern.

For each of the three exponential models we have three options:

(1) Determine the optimum alpha.

In this case the program asks fora range of alpha to test for and the

increment to use over this range. For each increment of alpha the

program calculates the M.S.E. and M.A.D. of forecast error for the

prior periods. A forecast with a standard deviation of expected

lorecast error is calculated, using the alpha willi the lowest M.S.K.

(2) Use a single fixed alpha, as input by the user.

The program then calculates the forecast and standard deviation

of expected forecast error for the single alpha chosen.

(!)) Use adaptive smoothing.

The program asks for a tracking error smoothing constant (gamma)

which is usually set at about 0.1. The forecast is then calculated.

and shows the Standard deviation of expected forecast error and

the most recent value of alpha.

Let's choose the first option —determine the optimum alpha. Set

the range of alphas at 0.05 to0.20, in increments of 0.01. For each of

these values of alpha, the program calculates the M.S.K. of forecast

error and shows that this is at a minimum if alpha is 0.13. Al this

alpha the lorecast for period (i2 is'21.7 units (thousands of cases of

beer), and the standard deviation of forecast error is 1.6 units.

These values are close to those arrived at earlier in this series of

articles, using other models. While the data is still in memory, try

the other exponential models, and compare forecast errors and the

forecasts generated.

In the final article in this series we'll establish some general fore

casting principles to help in using these programs advantageously.

We'll also compare how these various models are able to produce

short-term forecasts using our data file of monthly beer sales.

TI'l >G

MISSING KEY
Dave Powell

Mississattga, ON

The Missing Key product is a cable, a switch and a program. The

cable becomes a part of your serial bus. Hitting the switch activates

the operating system power-on reset, Running the program restores

your BASIC program. But so does turning the power off and

reloading your program; what's the big deal.-1 Well, this product

does ihe job when your program is locked out and (silly you)

there's no backup because you were going to save "after just one

more test". This sounds pretty useful to me.

According to the instructions, the cable "replaces" the serial cable

which runs between the C-64 and the first peripheral on the bus

— usually a disk drive. In fact, the cable is 3" between plugs, so

"replacing" is rarely possible. I don't know if it comes in longer

versions, but I adapted by attaching the Missing Key cable in series

with my existing cable: that is, plug the Missing Key in the C-64

serial port, then plug the old cable into the free end of the Missing

Key.

The switch is a sturdy little job on tlie end of about 2" of wire, which

runs into the C-(i4 end of the cable. This allows a fair amount of

discretion in placing the switch. Although I leave mine unattached,

the switch comes with a peel-and-stick base, which separates, using

V'elcro. This means that the switch is normally firmly attached, but

can be removed easily when one is re-configuring the system.

Good idea.

A word to the wise: the switch has a lighi touch, and is activated by

a downward pressure. Don't put it where you put your manuals

down, or where your cats Do Not Fear To Tread. For some reason,

it can't tell the difference between the limes you want to use it and

those that you don't!

How does the product work? As advertised. It restores BASIC

programs which were locked out — Note the "BASIC": with other

environments, it will get you back to home base (the reset state you

see when you power on) and then you have to reload. This is useful

when one wants to switch between commercial products, which

often leave such a mess in low memory that, previously, one had to

switch off and on before a different product would load.

One unfortunateby-productofthe power-on reset is that program

ming aids and wedges might be lost and will have to be reloaded

(after running the reset program).

Technical Stuff.

On the C-64 there are two places that the RESET line sees the

outside world. In the user I/O port it's finger !S, and in the serial

bus it's pin (i. Now if you've got a 1526 printer, there's no access to

the bus, "cos it's full of DIN plugs. The user port isn't bad unless

one has a modem or whatever plugged in. If you can get at one of

these places, momentarily connecting the RESET line to ground

(pin 2 in the bus. finger 1 in the I/O port) activates the reset. I had a

paperclip bent to the right spacing for the user port, but it's not too

convenient, and I always worried about what would happen if I

touched the wrong pair. The Missing Key uses the Serial bus reset,

and a micro-switch in place of a paperclip. Much safer! Even my

wife will use the switch, and I no longer get angry when I find that

she's absent-mindedly bending my precision-formed paperclip

into a pretzel.

The program supplied is a short ($£.()) machine language program

which loads at SC000 (49152). I imagine it snoops around BASIC

program memory, relinks the BASIC pointers between statements,

resets the pointer to the beginning of variables, and maybe a few

others, and exits. This all works fine, as long as one doesn't get too

fancy. For instance, apart from loading and SYSing to the reset

program, don't do anything else. While I was experimenting one

time I got a disk directory linked to my test !5 line program!

A backup program is provided on the disk. Judging from the

packaging, she product might be available on datasette as well.

The hardware will work on a VIC 20, by the look of it, but unless

there's a VIC 20 version available, the program would most likely

need changes.

This is an excellent product It is designed with a specific function

in mind, and performs thai function admirably. TPVG

Missing Key by Soft People Inc. 2042 Marshall Ave., St Paul, MN

55104 612 644-1551'. Disk or tape for the C-64. S29.95 U.S.
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PRO-TERM64
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL PACKAGE

(C) 1984 E. ANDERSONAND G. FARMANER

40/80 column display

Informative status line

Extensive Auto-Dial/Auto-logon commands

Upload/Download:

(Punter) (X/ON X/OFF) (.IMG FILES)

Ram Buffer options

Complete Disk support, DOS commands,

dual drive, or two single drives

Complete Printer support

Transparent stream to Printer

Programmable Function Keys

Remote-terminal modes, (Mini BBS),"

(Visual phone answer)

Supports VT/52 and Televldeo 910/920

terminal emulations

on disk

MICROWARE

ONLY $46.95

Suite 210.

5950 Goto des neiges

Montreal. Quebec H3S 1 Z6

Canada

COD . money order, or ctieque Dealer and distributor inquiries invited.

Write for our FREE catalog.

JOIN THJG
The largestCommodoreUsers Group

Benefit from:

Access to library ofpublic domain software for C-64,

VIC 20 and PET/CBM

Magazine (10 per year) with advice from

Jim Buiierfield

David Hook

Borge Christensen

TPUG yearly memberships:

Regular member (attends meetings)

Studen! member (full-lime, attends meetings)

Associate (Canada)

Associate (U.S.A.)

Associate (Overseas — sea mail)

Associate (Overseas — air mail)

-$30.00 Cdn.

,$20.00 Cdn.

-$20.00 Cdn.

-$20.00 U.S.

-$25.00 Cdn

-130.00 U.S.

^$40.00 U.S.

FDR FURTHER INFORMATION:

Send $1.00 for an information catalogue

(tell us which machine you use!)

To: THJG INC.

DEFT. A,

19ISAAVENUE ED., SUITE 1,

TORONTO, ONTARIO

CANADA M5M4A1

JIM BUTTERFIELD'S

C-64 SPELL CHECKER
FEATURING:
• Word Pro compatible

• Global File Check

• Multiple drives

• Customize your own dictionary disks

• Automatic document corrections with the wordpracessor

• "Bump free" loading — MSD - 2 compatible

• Over 30,000 words

AVAILABLE AT FINE
COMPUTER STORES

EVERYWHERE
OR

ORDER

DIRECT PRO-LINE
HIIIIIISQFTWAPE

755 The Queensway East. Unit B, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4Y 4C5 . Phone 416-273-6350
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SUPERPET SOFTWARE

Brad Bjorndahl

Bramalea. ON

It is about time to considersoftware that is available fortheSuperPET.

There are three general categories: PET programs such as those

available from theTPUG library, programs written in many high-

level languages (such as Fortran) and those written specifically for

the SuperPET. This is a large volume of material and it is gener

ally good quality, often well-documented and fairly inexpensive.

All SuperPETs have a switch which configures the machine to run

exactly like an H0!i2. A //programs which run on an 80112 will run on

a SuperPET. In fact, bigger programs can be run since the extra

64K ol bunk switched memory is available in BOSS mode.

Many programs written in Fortran, BASIC. Pascal and COBOL

can be modified to run on the SuperPET. The main constraints are

program size and I/O procedures. For example, I have executed a

Fortran subroutine on the SuperPFT which was originally written

for a CRAY. This particular subroutine applies a Fourier trans

form to an array. It has no I/O. Normally this transform produces

complex numbers which microFortran does not support. Fortunately.

this subroutine handled complex numbers as ordered pairs of real

numbers. The few changes that were necessary were easily made

with the help of the Fortran debugger.

As usual, APL is different. Waterloo microAPL apparently lacks a

number of features which are available with more powerful micro-

and mainframe implementations. This is not to say that microAPL

is restrictive, only that conversion may not be straightforward.

The third category of programs are (hose which take advantage of

particular features oi the SuperPET. A favorite of assembly lan

guage programmers is to load utilities into one of the Hi 4K banks

of memory. Bank 15 is used only by API. and COBOL, so it is often

selected for this purpose. Another example is the file management

which encourages programmers to enquire whether output is to

Printer, IKKK-I, Terminal or Disk. (The difference between the

first two is thai output to Printer is converted from "PETSCU" to

ASCII).

TheTPUG library has a good selection of all three categories. The

following is a (biased) selection of programs from the set ofSuperPET

disks: i.e. the (S) scries.

There are many APL workspaces on the disks. Tl, T3, T5 and T7

are almost full ot APL examples, utilities and statistical procedures.

Especially impressive are the microAPL implementations of the

extensive FDA (Exploratory Data Analysis) and Anscombe statisti

cal packages. Additional data management routines are provided

in Fortran. For example, on T2can be found programs for smooth

ing data, fitting polynomials to data and numerical integration.

OnTC there arc such things as reciprocal averaging, calculation of

covariation matrices and nearest neighbour tests of randomness.

Pascal and COBOL are barely represented. There are a few small

Pascal programs on Tl which illustrate the use of pointers for

sorting and recursion for calculating factorials. On the same disk

are several programs in Waterloo micioBASIC lor listing files,

sorting numbers and finding a knight's tour on a chess board.

These programs arc highly structured by using defined functions

and the "CALL" statement with procedures.

There are several BASIC 4.0 programs, as well. Tfi has a program

which illustrates how the bank-switched memorv can be used with

a few appropriate POKES. The extra (S4K can only be used in 4K

increments, since only one bank can be active at a time. For the

same reason, though, it is entirely possible to have — for example

— hank 0 and bank 1 contain BASIC statements witli identical line

numbers. Also Oil T6 are two programs which read sequential files

and direct them to a printer while optionally converting "PETSCII"

to (or from) ASCII. One of them has been compiled with PETSPKED.

On T8 is a program which displays disk contents on the screen by

track and sector. It also allows blocks to be edited. It is nicely

formatted, and a compiled version is included.

Hall the disks contain assembler programs. There are a number of

utilities: disassembly (on T2, improved on T8}, 2-column direc

tory listings (T4), adding a separate keyboard (TB), saving text

after an inadvertent exit from the editor (TD). dumping to print

ers (TB) and modem support (TD). There are a few machine

language games ( T4 and Tfi). All source code is included, except

for the games. Disks T8, T9 and TA contain disassembled source

for the Waterloo operating system. Many branch addresses and

subroutines have been identified. Similarly, source code for the

Waterloo micro Editor can be found onTC, along with some useful

macros.

There are other sources of SuperPET software. The International

SuperPET Users Group (IS PUG) is "dedicated to the mutual assis

tance by and between SuperPET users- am! owners". Membership in

ISPUG buys a one-year subscription to their Gazette and the right

to buy and copy disk releases, much like TPUG, The Gazette is

packed with articles, notes, comments and updates on the SuperPKT.

It is difficult not to compare it to those enormous magazines that

'sprang up' for the IBM PC. The Gazette consists of about thirty B"

X 11" pages, contains as much useful nuts-and-bolts information as

any PC journal, and is more entertaining. ISPUG has put together

a Siancr-Pak for those new to the SuperPET. This consists of a

40-page manual and a disk full of examples of language usage (e.g.

methods of file handling). Also by ISPUG is the Utility disk (two

4040 disks); it is daunting, even though there is some overlap with

the TPUG library. The file describing the contents is 114 blocks

alone. There are two monitor programs; one (SPMON) is particu

larly good for tracing program flow and the other (XMON) extends

llie ROM monitor and allows customized commands to he built in.

The utility di.sk also contains an extremely fast version o( the

editor, h was upgraded by two ISPUG members. There is a nice

bar graph program in structured BASIC. There are utilities for

sorting, listing directories, selling dale and time, changing disk

addresses, etc. Membership as of July 1984 costs $15.00 (U.S.) from

Canada and U.S. and S2.r).00 (U!s.)'elsewhere. Write to Paul V.
Skipski, Secretary, ISPUG, PO Box 411, Hatteras, N.C. 2794:t

USA. Cheques are payable to ISPUG.

The operating system in the SuperPET ROM was produced by

Waterloo for the b'809 microprocessor. There is another O.S., called

OS/9, which was also written for the 6809. TPUG and several

members are modifying the source of OS/9 to run on the SuperPET.

It is difficult lo exaggerate the impact of a new O.S. SuperPET

owners will essentially have a new machine and a new universe of

software will open up. Compilers, new languages, new peripherals,

multi-tasking and improved file handling will all become available.

There is a hardware modification and the cost will not be negligible.

but for personal or business use the change will be extraordinary.

OS/9 will remove the spectre of obsolescence for a longtime. Future

articles will have a lot more to sav about OS/9. TPUG
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NEW FOR HIGH SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATORS

IF A STUDENT WANTS TO

CHANGE HIS TIMETABLE ..

CAN YOU DO IT?

The WYCOR Class Scheduling

System lets you:

Add new students, change existing timetables.

Checks all available classes, class sizes.

Displays 32 best timetables that minimize class sizes.

Lets YOU pick the timetable.

Prints the new timetable.

Updates class size.

Prepares a teachers change list.

Other reports available.

WYCOR BUSINESS SYSTEMS

170 The Donway West, Suite 401

Toronto, Canada M3C 2G3

Tel. (416) 444-3492

TELETALK
\

Telecommunications for

your Commodore and SX-64

Upload text or programs with block, Xon/Xoff,

CP/M {Xmodem), PET transfer, or prompted

protocols

Download text or programs with CP/M

(Xmodem), PET transfer protocols, or buffer

storage (42K)

Transfer ANY program or sequential file error

free and directly to disk

Works with ALL major BBS and

information services

ASCII or Commodore modes

8 programmable macro keys

I 2 hour timer and status line

Output to most printers

Built-in disk commands

Terminal set-up file for easy changes

Load and save files from disk

Written in Machine Language

AND MORE. ..

Available on disk for $41.95 + 7% PST (Ont.)

From:ThunderWare Software
RR#5

x Thunder Bay, Ontario P7C 5M9

\ Dealer Enquiries Invited

STEVE PUNTER'S
NEWEST

C-64 WORD PROCESS
FEATURING:
• 40 to 160 column video display

• Single pass double column output

• 1OO°/o praportionai printing capability

• Double sided printing with margin offsets

• Over 30 printers fully supported

• "Bump free" loading — MSD — 2 compatible

• Automatic spelling corrections with Spellpra1"

i ■

AVAILABLE AT FINE
COMPUTER STORES

EVERYWHERE
OR

ORDER
DIRECT PRO-LINE

■HIIIIISOFTWARE

755 The Queensway East. Unit 8, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4Y 4C5 . Phone 41B-273-6350
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ks...books...books...books...books...books...books...books...l
MACHINE LANGUAGE FOR

THE COMMODORE 64 AND

OTHER COMMODORE

COMPUTERS: A REVIEW

By Jim Butterfield

Publisher:Brady Communications Co.,

Inc., A Prentice-Halt Publishing Co.,

BOWIE, Ml) 20715, U. S. A.

Price: $12.95 US ($17.95 Canadian)

Level: Beginner, machine language

programming

After live years of development, Jim Uut-

terfield lias taken his machine language

course for beginners and committed it to

paper. Thousands of people (including this

reviewer) have taken this two-day inten

sive program. Lately there has been n swarm

of books, some with software, to introduce

the topic of machine language to the waiting

multitudes. All those which I have seen

have .serious shortcomings, most because

they treat the subject in isolation. The com

puter you use is very importanl to the learn

ing of machine language. Jim lias indeed

married the real world to the theory he's

trying to teach.

The book is divided into eight chapters,

which account for 146 pages of the book's

total of !ii!(i pages. The remainder is a mas

sive reference section, which will surely be

of value to even the experienced veteran of

ML. Its contents will be described later.

Chapter I (Firs! Concepts) discusses the inner

workings of the computer and the micro

processor. Binary and hexadecimal nota

tion is covered. As the first sample pro

gram is introduced, the practical considera

tions of where to put it and how to enter it

are dealt With. The machine language moni-

tor(MLM) is described in sufficient deiail

to gel (lie program in and execute il. As

early as this, |im has given an example, the

tools to do the job and described the envi

ronment of the computei" to make it work.

This three-part theme is the foundation

for the entire book and is scrupulously fol

lowed in subsequent chaplers. There arc

examples to try and projects in every

chapter, as Jim insists that "programming

students learn by doing."

Chapter 2 (Controlling Output) introduces

the built-in ROM subroutines that you can

employ in your programs. We've now grad

uated to. the assembly/disassembly func

tions of llie extended MLM. Since we have

done "hand assembly", we recognize the

function that this feature does for us —an

other theme thai it's importanl to keep in

touch with what's happening inside the

machine. Mow to connccT vour ML to BASIC

is introduced, perhaps removing ihe mys-

lique that a SYS instruction is only for the

priesthood.

ChapterSfFlags, Logic, and Input) describes

the flags in the status register which con

trol the conditional branching (IF/THEN

of ML). Because the names of these Nags

are somewhat confusing, Jim assigns them

new names —the negative flag becomes (he

"high-bit" flag. He describes logical "and",

"or" and "cxclusive-or" for bit manipulation.

To input values to a ML program, we meet

the GETIN subroutine of the ROM, which

we can use and also the STOP key lest

routine (rather handy!).

Chapter 4 (Numbers, Arithmetic and Sub

routines) is the best descriplion of signed

arithmetic and performing arilhmetic on

multi-byte numbers that I have seen. Once

again, the confusion is stripped away and

replaced by a simple explanation of the

concept. Preparing ML code in modules,

or subroutines, is recommended for larger

jobs.

Chapters (Address Modes) is where some of

the instructions introduced finally get

classified. Many books start out with this

subject, and flounder because the reader

has no foundation with which lo under

stand them. We are halfway through the

book before we learn the categories. The

text is finely drawn in describing (be modes

clearly- My major criticism of the book

comes here —the illustrations are not as

helpful as they should be. Particular ex

amples, with actual register contents, are

given in the text, but llie illustrations do

not show any values. The indexed and indi

rect modes are hard enough to picture

— please give us the numbers, as well as the

arrows in the diagrams!

Chapter (i (Linking BASIC and ML) is the

subject no one else touches. Your ML must

run on a real-world computei". It's essential

that yon know its architecture before you

can be sure that (he ML will co-exist. Com

prehensive detail on how BASIC operates

and the implications of storing your ML

program in memory are discussed. Jim sug

gests that many programmers have given

up on ML because they unwittingly put a

perfect program in the wrong spot. The

topic of passing values back and forth

between BASIC and ML is dealt with lightly.

Chapter 7(Stack, USR, Interrupt and Wedge)

brings us to some advanced ideas. We can

link into (he operating syslem via inter

rupts and by using a "Wedge" technique.

The CHRGET routine is explained: the

interpreter comes here lo fetch (he next

character from BASIC. By intercepting this,

we can introduce our own commands and

add them to the interpreter. On the VIC 20

and Commodore 64, this job has been

simplified. As you can guess, there's a sam

ple program to do (hat job.

Chapter 8 (Timing, Input Output) looks

briefly a( how to calculate the actual machine

time involved in a ML program. The major

part of the chapter is a very important guide

lo three more ROM routines. Performing

input and output from devices is a very

common requirement. With amazing clarity.

Jim demonstrates just how simple it is to

switch input and Output from one device to

another. Another dragon gets slain with

out a whimper. A brief summary of the

instruction set follows. Jim wraps it up with

a description of what a symbolic assembler

can do. Because this would have insulated

you from the details, he doesn't recom

mend you use one until you have reached

this stage.

The Appendices are huge, as mentioned

above. It might not be exaggerating to sug

gest that this is (be only reference you need

to keep within reach of your machine. We

have the MOS Technology reference to

the 6502 instruction set and some general

discussion of the Commodore computei"

architecture < PET. CBM, VIC 20, C-64, Plus

4 and B Series). Memory maps for all

machines give the "scratchpad" memory

allocations and purpose of each location.

Diagrams of the interface chips are included.

B Series and Plus 4 (preliminary) are there!

The BASIC and kernal ROMs of the Com

modore 64 are broken down to identify

what goes on where (e.g. SA9A5 — Perform

LET). A superchart of all 2f)(> possible char

acters with decimal, hex, ASCII and screen

representations is there. The extended MLM

Supermon program is given for the Com

modore 64. The manufacturer's reference

information is provided for all the inter

face chips used in Commodore computers.

And finally, since a disk is to be available

as a companion, there is a brief description

of the programs there, and how to use (hem.

There are projects in there that tweak your

curiosity. Perhaps you know all the address

modes and have written a few routines in

ML. The chapters on BASIC organization,

where to put your programs and how to

use the Kernal ROM routines arc classics.

As you can tell. I rather liked the book. As

of this writing, the major problem may be

getting a copy. Prc-ntice-Hall in Canada

did not bring many books into the country.

1 have not seen many ads for the book in

computer magazines yet. I would urge you

to harass your book dealer or computer

store to get a good supply. Ibis one deserves

to be a top-seller. il'l'G

— David Hook
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Super Action Software!

DENVER, COLORADO

CYBERWORLD
This five-screen arcade adventure packs the computer witfi

intense graphics and sound1 Ynu are a special Cyberleague

agent in a universe full of hostile aliens and vicious robots

Joystick and keyboard transport you through 3-D rooms,

space barners. fleets o( invaders, and warship-ridden

quadrants of space Over 10H sprites. 8 new character sets,

and dozens of mind-boggling sound Effects make ua this multi-

layered adventure Animation, action, and strategy all

combined into a game so extensive that two disk sides are

jammed with game programs and data1 Reach the ultimate

rank of admiral and you may carve a niche in the permanent

high-score list A full-size book quality manual with full-color

covers is included to guide you through your most exciting

game experience

Perplexian Challenger $29.95

The incredibly responsive three-axis joystick control of a

space fighter is m your hands Split screen graphic- , . :■

a continuous display cf vour ship's instrumentation as well

ns a Lhree-dimensiDnal. animated view ui space

You, as a pilot, must utilize lightning fast reflexes lo destroy

invading ships, and avoid their return fire Simultaneously, you

must maneuver your ship lo capture space debns tha:

remains from the eiplosions

Outstanding graphics features include smooth 3-0

rotations, split screens, and the most incredible high-

resDlution hyperspace sequence ever produced

Programmed entirely in machine language, this action-

strategy gsme is guaranteed to blow you away

All the professional features you eipen are included

automatic self-demo, high score retention, pause, and

provisions for 1 to 4 players Add to this, features you don t

eipect likeeasy-loading, and music during the load Perplenan

Challenger is a game Ihat brings the arcade experience to your

home.

Jump from ropes to ladders. di>dRc plummtnnK boulders and

duck under deadly arrows in your iiucsl for sparkling diamonds,

gleaming bars of gold, and glistening pearls With joystick in hand

you must expiate forty (fouling screens, each a new and exciting

advontn r i'. Take thr key (□ unlock thi- dm>rwav to vour next spine-

tingling level. Each key restores your magical powers, alliming you

to cast over icn different spells. With iheM- manic if>ells you have the

power to overcome vicious creature*. Unifying traps, and penlmii

plunges.

Your Wi:ard is realistically animated in every possible direction.

Dozens of movements are possible — jump over hurning fires.

shimmy up nr down topes and ladder, even slip down treacherous

sliding staircases! Magic portals move vour Wi:ard through midair

and protect you from a myriad of fullv-animated fiendish monsters.

Catch an elevator to the top of the screen and dan through sliding

gates in your quest for maggtc anJ "e.isurc.

Wi:ard's fascinating variety of screens are sure 10 please and

entertain, and of course you can build an unlimited number of your

own levels using the construction set provided with your game.

$39.95

Real lime adventure excitement al its besi Solve counlless

puKles and slay over a dozen monsiers Oy using the huge

vocabulary of over 200 words Two challenging difficulty levels

awail you with over SO areas each fully described in Old English

scnpl

Menacing monstets kniving villains taltered code books anrj

treacherous terrain are |us! a few oi the situalions you musl

overcome in yout quesl for Ihe thirteen priceless treasures More

than sevenly objeclsare mvaluaDle to you m your search lor glory

ana wealth1

Afull-siie Ihoroughly illustrated manual is included Featuring

color Iron! and Dack. book quality. an3 a lolO-oul map this

extra lurther exlenCs Ihe professionalism of this game The

tallowing are quoies from unsolicited testimonials sent to us by

adveniuiets in Gothrnogs Lau

I have enlremely enjoyed Gothrnog S Lair and plan lo buy more

adventure games

ScOit Tulman

Memphis TN

Gothmog s Lair rs Ine best adventure jq ever played

Dennis Manochio Jr

Saratoga CA

=PROFESSOR
An in-dnplh self-lulurial for the [jimmodore 64 un a IWO-

sided tlisk. This menu-driven tutorial covers pvery itspect

tif your C-64—BASIC, keyboard, sound, music simple and

advanced xraphics CJuiz/.es lesl ynur comprrhrnsiun at

ihi- tnd nf man) Euiana! On-icreen illustrations, strand

effects und full-color mieraciive (iraphlca maka learnlna

easy .mtl InleresllnB. Tha PROFESSOR Is ynur ONLY choltre

fur .in all-in-one, ihiiniush luliin.il kIhiu) ihe Ciiinrniidurf liV.

niTImii

if*

■sC*

Supershipper 64

A cumplole mulli-prlnter shipping ayslem which uperaIts

nti the Inexpensive Ciimmiitlurf (>■) Offers .ill the features

nf mure expensive, more i;umbersumc business snflware .it ;i

low. low price. Foil-screen, full-cursor editing on .ill dele

entry Prints invciii.es. C.O.D. lajts, m.iilmjj anil shipping

labels. Sorts yciurcuslumerlisi aphabelfcally.by cily slale

nr by sdles|iprsnn. Keeps uumplele records »f M m\ alces

.mil ,111 mi I) Is un disk — u|) In BOO iii.i.minls per disk! Aula-

ni.iin backups, pniilui.t ch.tris and many niher features

are alsu Includeil,

Supershipper Accounting

The iiiicuuniinx aupplemenl In thu Supershipper M. Prlnta

statements, li.mk deposits, pnsl due acaiuntH .mil dully nr

tn»nlhly sales reports. Breaks doivnsaleacommissionsand

|innls .ill custiHiii'r's pust ir.ins.iiiliunv. Also provides

inventory rainlrol fur up ta 200 different prnducls. Theimlj

H,iy In fully ciimjiulitrizi1 ynur business!

$99.95

$79.95

Supershipper 64

Supershipper Accounting

Progressive Peripherals & Software

2186 South Holly, Suite #2, Denver, Colorado 80222

Call for more information or a dealer near you. *~*c«

TELEX: 888837 [303) 759-5713 (303) 757-0830 TWX. 9109971314
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Commodore 64™ Interface
Silicom Software is pleased to present, in conjunction with A.C. Concepts Inc. the following

professional quality computer products.

OCTOBUS1

A PET IEEE GPIB interface for the Commodore 64*

with these features:

— plugs directly into the cartridge expansion port.

— operates transparently with all software.

— has a standard PET IEEE edge connector.

— operates in basic 4.0.

— comes with 2 full featured utilities;— a powerful

machine language monitor —a flexible modem

program

— equipped with a switch which allows'the user to

transfer between the IEEE and Commodore* serial

bus without affecting the computer's operation.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Both products come with a warranty against

manufacturers defect. Discounts available for

quantity orders.

OCTOBUS PLUS™

Has all of the capabilities of the OCTOBUS plus these

added features:

— a Centronics parallel printer port.

— includes a parallel printer cable.

— an 8-bit DIP switch which allows the user to specify

independently which devices are Commodore* serial,

Commodore* IEEE, or Centronics parallel.

To order send cheque, money order or Visa to:

(Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T.)

Silicom Software Inc. (416) 482-8136

Box 47 P.O. Box 2213 Postal Station "P"

Toronto, Ontario

M5S 2T2

Commodore and Commodore 64 are registered trademarks of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

xCOM

Introducing xCOM - the total communications

software package for the Superpet. (6502 Side)

Features include:

■ XMODEM protocol for file transfers.

■ Multiple baud rates - 300 to 19,200.

- 20K screen scrolling buffer

- Complete disk and printer interfacing.

- Line edit mode.

- Communications status line on screen.

■ And much much more.

ViC 20 and Commodore 64

a'e irademarks of

Commodore Electronics Lin

CBM ■ Supeipet

Trademarks of Commodore

Business Machines

nomad
by Genesis

Step motor driven from

CBM - 64

Joystick controls or

program controls.

Learning mode.

Ultrasonic scanning.

$275.00

xCOM $79.95 xCOM 64 $59.95 for CBM-64

Also Ask About

VIController
Wireless remote control

system for the VIC-20

and CBM-64. Use with

BSR and Levton remote

receiver modules. $89.95

COMsense
Input device for the

VIC-20 and CBM-64

Provides 4 open/close

and 2 analog inputs.

S64 95

COMvoice byGe
A speech synthesizer

that extends the

power of speech to

Commodore 64.

English-to-Speech

conversion. $154.95

VWExiemai Speaker $169 95

Milne's Computer Control Systems 62 Wood Crescent Regina. Saskatchewan S4S 6J7 Ph: 1-306-584-1988

COMclock/

AUTOboot
Clock/calendar cartridge

for CBM.-64 with battery

backup and auto-start

software in ROM $89.95
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NEW ADDITIONS TO TPUG LIBRARY

(Access to library available to TPUG members only)

NOTE: Each List-Me File includes the following notation:

"Copyright ®I983 by Toronto PET Users Group Inc."

"OK to copy but is not to be sold or published for profit"

The LIBRARY to which a disk/tape belongs is indicated by the library code in brackets. This code appears as the first

character in the three-character identification code:

(C) Commodore 64 (P) PET/CBM (V) VIC 20 (S) SuperPET

If you wish to order disks or tapes from our library, please make sure that the programs you order are compatible with the

computer you have.

(VJTB - SEPTEMBER 84
{1 disk tape)

UST-MK(V)T1U.

1MGS.V

CRAZY 8/BOOT8K.V

CRAZY 8'SaK.V

CRAZY/DISK BOOT

BATTLESHIP.DOC

B-SHIP/TAPE.V

B/SHIP8K.V

B-SHI17DISK.V

BAY STRKKTHK.V

RIKI BOOT TAPE.V

RIK1 TIKl.V

R1KI BOOT/DISK.V

VIC NOS i.OAD.V

VIC NOS SAVK.V

SYNONYM V

ADDITION.V

TRAIN.V

TIMES TAB1.KS A"

DECODE.V

CHEMIST.V

SUBTRACT.V

MANITOU.V

1)K. ROMBK.V

IJDTIC-8K.V

POKER8K.V

I1AUNTEDHOUSE

UK.V

Contains information about the programs

on (VJTB.

Try to move all the pigs From one row i<>

another. Figure mil the rules as you play

the game.

Tape boot program for Crazy 8*s.

Game ol Crazy 8's for Ihc VIC. Play

against the computer or with others.

Requires an extra 8K of memory.

Disk boot program for the game ol

Crazy 8's.

Short program explaining the following

Battleship programs.

Tape boot program for the game.

I'Liy the game of Battleships against the

compute]".

Disk bool lor the program above.

Excellent simulation ol the stock market.

'Tape boot lor the following game.

Capture ilie snakes on the game grid.

Disk bool for the above program.

Program which allows you lo load NOS

format programs.

Allows tlu* saving ol NOS Basic-code

programs. Information on the above 2

programs may be found in the July issue of

TPUG Magazine.

Practice identifying synonyms.

Practice addition problems.

Try to solve time/speed/dislance

problems.

Practice times tables on the VIC

Morse Code practice.

Try to dilute an unstable solution with

correct ratio.

Practice in solving subtraction problems.

Play an algebra game with an Indian Clod.

Kxtelleui psychiatric program which will

udvi.se on your problems.

Two-player game ot 3-diniensional

Tic-Tac-Too.

Try to beat the VIC in a game ol Poker

with graphics,

Pick up the cats ami avoid the spirits-

joystick necessary.

CASTLE DUNGEON.V Wander through (he castle and defuse the

Ixmibs in the5-mimite time limil — I liRes

graphics.

D Main Castle program—loaded by above.

FRANTIC KISHEK.V Boot program for following;

FRANTIC2.V Club the fish, and use your umbrella to

avoid falling objects — graphics,

TIC TAC TOK.V flame of Tic Tac Toe with two players

— use joystick.

(C)S4 - MUSIC
{1 disk tape)

LIST-ME(P)TC.L

-KRAUSEIEEE-

D-MENU

D-IEEE

D-FCP

D-DISK

H-MENU-OSC
H-MENU-PROG

H-IEEE

Contains information about ihe programs

on (PJTC.1

Programs from E. Krausc—Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan..

D-XXXX Programs to operate

Nicolet scope on IEEE bus.

These programs were demonstrated

al the 198-1 TPUG Conference.

H-XXXX Help liles For Nicolel

scope programs

11-IKK1

H-IEE1

H-IEEF

-FR

-TR

-CT

-DK11- IK Ki

ll -FCP

DIR

-KRAUSEMISC-

SERIAL POLL

:i-MOl)K HTRCNTI

AIMIti VI.2

KIND TYPE

— 8050 ONLY —

MAINT-B

File for D-XXXX programs.

Other programs from A. K. Krause

1KKK serial poll program.

K Three mode (1' 1 I)) controller simulation

program lor feedback controller design

— requires MTl' graphics support tor

graphics display.

Daia acquisition program tor Connecticut

Microcomputer Co. model AIMHi A/D.

Identity computer type — VIC. C-64,

or PET.

Program from II. O'Dell.

8050 utility —handy program to do

directory work and labels etc. for your

disks.
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MAINT-B-INSTR

MAINT-B-CHOP

DISK-DATA

- OTHER PROG -

TINY FORTH.8

R65C02ASSMI

R65C02 ASSM1.GT

For "MAINT-B".

For "MAINT-B".

For "MAINT-B™.

Language—version of FORTH for the

8032 from John Bos.

Assembler- For CMOS 6502 (Rockwell)

— Basic version.

Assembler— for CMOS (i">02 —compiled

on PETSPEED.

(S)TI - OCTOBER 84

TPUG Toronto — SupcrPET Distribution Disk for October

198-1

"describe.oct/81" SEQ This describe file.

(P)TC - OCTOBER 84

(disk only)

LIST-ME(C)S4.L Contains information about the programs

and files on (C)S4. (Some very Rood music

created by the program Master Composer)

To play a certain piece, all you have to do is

LOAD and RUN the BOOT that goes with

that song.

BEAT IT BOOT.C

BEAT IT

BILLIEJEAN BOOT

BILLIEJEAN

CBM THEME BOOT

CBM THEME

DOWNTOWN BOOT

DOWNTOWN

E.T. THEME BOOT fust in case you ever come across

E.T. THEME other music of this type but

EVERGREEN BOOT don't have a BOOT program for it.

EVERGREEN all you have lo do is LOAD the

GHOST BOOT program .8,1 then enter NEW,

GHOSTBUSTERS press RETURN and enter SYS 30120

GLORIA BOOT and press RETURN.

GLORIA

GREAT LORD BOOT

GREATLORD

I WILL BOOT

I WILL

MAGNUM BOOT

MAGNUM THEME

RAIN DROPS BOOT

RAIN DROPS

RHAPSODY BOOT

RHAP1

RHAP2

RHAP3

ROCKY 3 BOOT

ROCKY!! THEME

STAIRWAY BOOT

STAIRWAY

TIL END BOOT

TIL END TIME

TIME IN A BOOT

TIME IN AJUG

UPTOWN BOOT

UPTOWN GIRL

|UKEBOX.C This program allow you lo pick songs from

the menu. It should come in handy.

*The major contribution on this months disk is from Rob Lockwood.

This contribution is tutorial in nature, providing the APL user with an

array of useful idioms. These hints and ideas on the use of the various

APL functions will provide an insight to the power and flexibility of the

language.

69 "idioms:aws"

1 "deshat"

3 "des77:at"

PRO

SEQ

SEQ

This is the controling workspace for

loading the screen images of the tu

torial material.

There are 77 screens of information

numbered sequentially. Loading

idioms:aws will lead you through them

in a predetermined order.

21 "spmon:men" PRG This is an extended t>809 SuperPET

monitor by Terry Peterson, made

available to the SupcrPET user com

munity of TPUG by ISPUG. This

monitor is loaded at SliOOO from the

main menu. This is an excellent de

bugging tool from the author of HES-

MON. All dos commands may be

entered from from within the pro

gram: programs to be analyzed can be

loaded directly by spmon.

The same program as SPMON, but

linked to load at .$2000, so that pro

grams which load in high memory

can be analyzed.

SEQ Brief instruct ions on the capabilities of

spmon'.

21 "spmonlo:men" PRG

42 "spmon.docOie'

This disk assembled and described by BUI Outfield for the TPUG

SupcrPet Group. TPl't;

FOR STARTERS.. .WHFR.F DOES THE PflPER GO IN :
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Learn to use the real power of your C-64 computer1

data . . . FAST ... at a LOW PRICE.

DISK FILES let you handle lots of

Whatever you have in mind... Mailing Lists. Recipes, Book Titles & Authors. Personnel,

Accounts, Inventory, etc., etc., YOU NEED FILES!!

FILE DISK ft 1 Creates, Opens and Closes sequential files for you. It will lei you write to a

new file, or add (append) to an existing file. . . and enable you to read your tiles to (he

computer screen or your printer.

FILE DISK $2 Lets you create RELATIVE files . . . FAST . . . EASY!! Almost INSTANT

ACCESS to any record. Hundreds of records in one file— Up to 20 fields in each record

— Access records by If or by'key'field... Create—Write — Find — Read — Change -Delete

or Print any record. Can't remember the record number?? Use the 'KEY' field!! — Cant find

it by KEY ??? Then SCAN the file. -. Fast Scan/Siow Scan!!

— Set your own file size and field names. Create a data base... EASY-.. FRIENDLY!!!

FILE DISK programs are Menu Driven... and include TUTOR (or HELP) screens to assist

you. Also includes complete printed instructions.

'NOW... KEEP TRACK OF YOUR DISKS AND FILES WITH THE DISK LIBRARIAN

DATA

BASE

FILES!
■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■■ »■

:EASY

:FAST

:MENU-DRIVEN

GET YOURS!

ORDER NOW!

The Disk Librarian will automatically read your disks and catalogue them. It will maintain four interactive files that

keep track of up to 50 DISK NAMES with IDs. DISK FORMATS & DOS VERSIONS; and as many as 500

PROGRAMS & FILES, complete with NAMES, TYPES, RECORD SIZES S LENGTHS. MENU-DRIVEN ! ... Add

Disks-Delete Disks -Find Disk-Find File-Print Disk Lists- Print File Lists. GET ORGANIZED... GET the Disk

Librarian!!

FRIENDLY SOFTWARE, 55 Ellerslie Ave(1117), Willowdale, Ontario. M2N 1X9

Send Cheque or Money Order, or use MASTERCARD. (Include Card # & Expiry Date)

FILE D1SK#1 only $12.95-FILE DISK #2 only $19.95-BOTH tor only $29.95

THE DISK LIBRARIAN-Only $23.95

(Ont. Residents please add 7% Sales Tax)

What is the
ULTIMATE TEST of

TRIVIAL KNOWLEDGE?
6400 questions.

3 levels of difficulty for I-8 players.

Count down clock and Sound & Graphics.
6 different categories.

For the Commodore 64 ®
"The Game designed to Flex the Mind!"

QUIZARD 6400
Send $37.95 (Can.)'

Pedlar Discount
84 Jarvis Street, Fort Erie, Ontario, L2A 2S6

Terms of Payment: cheque; money utJcr; Master Charge or VISA.
' Ontario Residents please add 7% Provincial Sales Tax.

Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Ask Someone Who Knows

If you enjoy Jim Strasma's many books, and his

articles in this and other magazines, you'll be glad

he also edits his own highly-acclaimed computer

magazine, now in its sixth year of continuous

publication. Written just for owners of Com

modore's many computers, each Midnite Software

Gazette contains hundreds of brief, honest

reviews.

Midnite also features timely Commodore'

news, hints and articles, all organized for instant

reference, and never a wasted word. Whether you

are just beginning or a long-time hobbyist, each

issue will help you and your computer to work

together effectively.

A six issue annual subscription is $23. To

subscribe, or request a sample issue, just write:

MIDNITE SOFTWARE GAZETTE

P.O. Box 1747

Champaign, IL 61820

You'll be glad you did!
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Batteries Included IBC
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TPUGmagazine

needs an

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Candidates for this position must be experienced

in magazine advertising sales and should be knowl

edgeable about Commodore products.

Send resume in confidence to:

Chris Bennett

Toronto PET Users Group Inc.

1912A Avenue Road, Suite 1,

Toronto, Ontario

classified

This space is limited to TPUG member wanted or for sale

items only.

Space cost is 25 cents per word. NO DEALER ADS ACCEPTED

Looking for a 4040:-' LOOK NO FURTHER. Plus a new TTX-1014

daisy wheel and Paperclip ami Oracle in boxes. Make an offer. Call

(416)223-0128. 1 Feidbar Court. Willowdale, Ontario M2N 4P7.

For sale — 20fJl 32Kgreen screen Commodore PUT. $350, 2022 Com

modore printer. S'JOO. General DataCom modem. Sill). V'isicalc for

the Commodore PET. S100, Paperclip for the PET, S50-the lot for

S750. Phone (416)884-3099

For Sale: software for the 8032 with 8050 Visicalc, Wordcraft

80— $12f>.00 each. BPI ledger, payroll, job cost, inventory, pay-

ablesand receivables- $200 each. Call (203)426-3272

Light pen with software for VIC 20- S19.95. Jerry Lemaitre, 9 Brock

Crescent. Collingwaod, Ontario L9Y 4A4

For sale CBM 8032, 4040, RTC IV, Oracle, Paperclip, and miscella

neous software. $2000. Call (416)223-7171
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STACK LIGHT RIFLE

The SLR is available for the COMMODORE

64.

Included with your SLR are 6 exciting action

games with full sound effects... HIGH NOON,

SHOOTING GALLERY, GROUSE SHOOT,

RATS & CATS, ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ

AND CROW SHOOT!

For those games that require agility and fast

reactions, the SLR can break down from a

rifle into a pistol.

The SLR connects to your computer by 12

feet of cable.

Combining the appearance of a gun with a

camera-style optical system, the SLR's use

of light pen technology allows the user to

dispense with joystick or keyboard control.

Now available from NET Software: Peniten

tiary and Raiders of Romaro. Included on

one disk. Retailing for $29.95. More approved

titles soon.

Exclusive North American Distributor.

P.O. BOX 227

STREETSVILLE POSTAL STN.

MiSSiSSAUGA, ONTARIO

L5M 2B8

Dealer enquires invited.



STEP ONE

The Complete Computer Course

STEP ONE

i instruction

\crr- ■■,■.

Hhi; hi.i- 1-UluiJUfvIltll
' nmpMtei t mire* f>"

STEP ONE S39.95

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

Whiz Kids Educational Computer Centres, Inc. has

delivered what every new computer user has been waiting

for. A complete computer course for the beginner or

non-user of any age. The STEP ONE kit consists of a

manual and a program disk, conveniently packaged in a

durable case.

Designed for use with the Commodore 64™, STEP ONE

provides:

• a complete computer course designed for all ages (in

fact, the same course taught to hundreds of satisfied

adults and children)

• an introduction to the computer language known as

BASIC (the manual and disk are skillfully combined

in an on-screen presentation of fundamental

programming)

• a great teaching aid in school (benefits the teacher and

student alike by encouraging computer literacy)

• a program disk with 10 programs plus a word

processor (the word processor is amazing in its

simplicity — will allow teachers and students to

prepare assignments, lectures and reports)

• a bonus entertainment program designed to reinforce

computer skills and allow participation by more than

one person (exciting games such as "maze", "hangman",

"mastermind" and more)

VIC-20 SOFTWARE BOOKS

Exterminator

Miner 2049er(K)

Lode Runner(K)

IFR (Flight Simulator)(K)

MD001 Snakman

CSOAstroblitz(K)

CS016 Apple Panic

CSO17Choplifter(K]

CS018 Black Hole(K)

ORM004 Crossfire

HESC307 Shamus(K)

Introduction to Basic II

Frantic

Wacky Waiters

Krazy Kong

"Requires 3K exp. (K) cartridge

$14.95

Sale 539.95

$49.95

$49.95

$19-95

$49.95

Sale S29.95

S49.95

$49.95

$29.95

$49.95

$29.95

$19.95

$19.95

59.95

Machine Language For C-64

Inside Commodore DOS

Mapping Ihe VIC

Anatomy of the 1541

Anatomy of the Commodore 64

Commodore 64 Exposed

Sprite Graphics for C-64

64 Sound and Graphics

PET Basic

VIC 20 Prog. Reference Guide

Elementary Commodore 64

C-64 Prog. Reference Guide

VIC Revealed

VIC Graphics

VIC Games

Computes 2nd book of PET/CBM

$17.95

$24.95

$19.95

$24.95

$24.95

$19.95

S20.95

$18.95

$19.95

$19.95

$18.95

$27.95

$18.95

S18.95

$18.95

$19.95

JOYSTICKS

COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE

Wordpro 64

Net Worth

Simons BASIC

Impossible Mission

1541 Disk Aligner

International Soccer

Worlds Greatest Baseball

Triad (disk and tape}

Quazar {disk and tape)

Superbase 64 (Database)

Power 64

Pal 64

Grand Master Chess (disk and
Fort Apocalypse (disk)

Survivor (disk)

Jumpman (disk)

Jumpman Junior (cart.)

Shamus (disk)

Lode Runner (disk)

S69.95

$99.95

$99.95

849.95

$29.95

549.95

$49.95

$19.95

$19.95

$129.95

$69.95

S69.95

tape) $39.95

542.95

$42.95

$49.95

$54.95

$42.95

$49.95

WICO Bathandie

WICO Power Grip

WICO Track Ball

WICO Red Ball

Commodore Joystick

$34.95

$34.95

$69.95

$37.95

$9.95

"All Joysticks will fi! VIC 20 or Commodore 64 computers

PET/CBM SOFTWARE

COMPUTER SUPPLIES

C10 Cassette Tapes $1.00 ea.

C20 Cassette Tapes $1.25 ea.

Cassette Boxes .25 ea.

Verbatim Disks MO525-01 539.90/10

Memorex Disks 013481 $29.90/10

Nashua Disks SS/DD $29.90/10
K10 Disk Storage Box $5.95

Flip Sort Storage Box S39.95

RIBBONS

8023 514.95

1525 $12.95

MX-80. 4022 $12.95

1526,4023 514.95

Spirit 80 514.95

2022 54.95

Tally MT160 $19.95

Ribbons for other makes available

ORDERING INFORMATION

Cheque. Money Order. VISA. Master Card accepted.

Ontario residents add 7% sales tax. Add 5% for shipping

(minimum charge S2.OO).

NOTE: All Prices In Canadian Funds.

Phone and mail orders welcome.

POWER

8040-80 col.4.0 sys

4040-40 co1.4.0 sys

$119.95

ELECROniO 2001 LTD
5529 Yonge Street, Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S3

Tel: (416) 223-8400



Transform

your C-64T

into a powerful,

serious business

computer with these

three add-on tools.

Mix and match the hard

ware peripherals of your

preference. Increase your

programming power with

eosier-to-use disk commands

and machine language. All

with one plug-in module.

• lets you use almost any

combination of

Commodore-compatible

floppy or hard disk drives

and Centronics-type

parallel printers

• all interface functions and

device allocations are set

by switches on the

BusCard II module; errors

due to software incom

patibility are eliminated

• includes BASIC 4.0, the

same powerful language

used in Commodore's top-

of-the-line business com

puters, plus a machine

language monitor

t_f I ^fjlfl Column Adaptor for^_
JL'*f* UU PaperClip and The Consultant

Double your screen capacity

when using your favourite

Batteries Included software

programs. B.I.-80 turns your

40-column screen into a

crystal-clear, high-visibility

80-column display. Works

with PaperClip word-

processor and The Consul

tant database manager-

maximum readability and

minimum eye-strain, even

with a screen full of

characters. It's the fast, easy,

plug-in way to get twice the

amount of data onto your

monitor screen. And B.I.-80

also gives you the easier-to-

use disk commands, with

BASIC 4.0 language built

right into the module.

• fully self-initializing, no

commands to enter; just

plug B.I.-80 into the car

tridge slot and you're

ready to run

• switch back and forth

between 80 and 40 col

umn display at any time

completely eliminates

snow, fuzziness, hashing

and interference

easy-to-in stall module

incorporates highest

quality hardware com

ponents throughout; one-

year manufacturer's war

ranty is standard

comes complete with 80-

column operating system

and comprehensive

documentation, including

full description of BASIC

4.0 commands

use with Commodore

1701 and 1702 color

monitors, or any

monochrome video

monitor

B.I.-80 Column

Adaptor coming soon for

Atari XL computers!

Use the printer of your

choice with your Com-

modce computer—just plug

in this compact module, and

you're instantly compatible!

Take advantage of today's

high-speed, high-quality

printe-s with the B.I. Printer

Interface.

• works with any

Centronics-type parallel

printer, which includes

alrrost ail major printers

on the market

• completely self-contained

and ready to run; no

extras to buy, no hard

ware or software modifi

cations to printer or

computer are required

• all print functions are con

trolled by switches on the
module; just set them

once, and never worry

about it again

USE THESE TOOLS WITH RjperClip, IIr-GhnuIliiu, AND OTHER HARD-WORKING, HIGH-QUALITY SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FROM BATTERIES INCLUDED

BATTERIES
186 Queen St. West

Toronto, Ontario,

Canada M5V1Z1

(416)596-1405

INCLUDED
J

"The Energized Software Company!"

WHITE FOR A FULL COLOR BROCHURE

c 1984 Batteries Included. All Righls Reserved. Commodore 64 and Atori ore registered trademarks respectively of Commodore Business Machines, Inc. ond Atari, Inc.

17875 Sky Park North, Suite P

Irvine, California

USA 92714
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FREE
[ Head Cleaning Kit

1SI2O

■ ,

Available at:

Atlantique

Classic Book Stores

Classic Computer

London

Computer Oddessy

Hamilton

Eastern Sports

New Brunswick

Electronic Play World

Toronto

Electro T's

Alberta

Future Shop

Vancouver

Computers Unlimited

Winnipeg

House of Computer

Toronto

Kawartha Stereo

Peterborough

Scitron

Software Micromart

St Catharines

And other Dealers

$29.95 Cdn. M.S.L

Computer Accessories
1020 lyieyerside Dr. Units 7 & 8. Mississauga. Ontario L5T 1K7 (416) 676-1200


